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Abstract 
Abstract 
Today, information technology has pcrvndcd into almost every industry in the 
country. Institutions and universities today nre mo ing toward paperless environment and 
computerized their current system to ensure smoother operations in the daily runnmg 
operation. Academic Advisor System is introduced as to give new impulse for our 
university to gain competitive advantage. 
Academic Advisor System (AAS) is designed to enable academic advisor manage 
their student more effective. By using this system, academic advisor can view the result of 
the student and interact with them using chaning service that provided by the system. 
Beside that , the academic advisor also allows to make announcement at the web. So the 
student can read the announcement easily. The second purpose of AAS is let the student 
interact with the academic advisor and provide an alternative way to know their re. ult 
beside the result slip. 
This report introduces the project and provides a description on the topic studied 
and researched during the literature review. It also dcscrihes the soft ware development 
process that occurred in the project with detai l on the system analysis and design. 
AAS will be integrates with the existing this because some of the 111fomrnt1on thnt 1. 
needed already existing in the current system. The system wi ll use the amc data resource 
and this is not only saving the resources but also avoids dupilcation data m the different 
database. The duplication or data can cause many problems to the system and mn~c the 
system fail. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Faculty is an autonomous entity of a uni ersity whereby the operations are managed 
by the faculty itself. for the case study purpose, Faculty of Computer Science and 
Information TechnolOb'Y (FSKTM) which is one of the faculties of UM has been chosen as 
primary faculty for developing due to existing support of computer facilities. 
Academic advisor System (AAS) is a web-based online application for helping the 
academic advisor to track the student result by interacts with the existing dnrnbnsc. By 
using this system, the academic advisor can easily keep track result or the student that 1s 
under them. By only pressing the keyboard, all the information about the stmknt cnn 
retrieve from the database. It makes the procedures become more cfli cient less time 
consuming. The system will analyze the record and let the academic udv1snr 11.!\\ the 
record according to the their will . 
Before we start to develop a system, there is a several thing that ' e need to pay 
attention. Fi rst, how is the existing system operating? What 1s the weakness of the cx1. trng 
system? Secondly, how far can the new system improve in executing the same task? 
C urrent state: 
In existing system, the student needs to bnng along their result sltp to sho" to the 
lecturer. The i c0,dcmic a<1 isor cannot si~n the rcg\'\\ta\mn fmm, \f \h~ ~\Ude\\\ ~~mnl)\ ~hl~'' 
t he rc i;iu l t :;! l i p , 
Second! , the student also cannot dch.:nmnc that whether tllc pcr'lonal curncular 
was free or not ' I hev wi ll only know that while they reach the ir pcr!-onal t:umculur n'om 
For 1n~tnt 't 'i wh~n \h~ pcisonnl C\11 1 i~ 11h11 WI\~ Ulllt1U U\ll ~\hl\on and he \he h~\U nn \\me to 
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come back to their room to leave message at the dot)r, Sn the stutknt. \\lhich does not know 
about that, will keep going to the academic nd isM~· mom. 
Thirdly, the personal curricular will rend the ~xam slip while the student comes to 
meet them. They have too little time to understand the student problem and the weakness of 
their studies. They can only check whether the student registers over credit or have they 
taken the prerequisite subject. 
Desired state: 
The academic advisor can read the student information online. The student needs 
not to bring along the exam slip to let the personal curricular check their result . By using 
this system, can view the performance of the student more easily. That will help the 
academic advisor to understand the student problem. 
The academic advisor also can make announcement at the web si te. The stutknt can 
go to the web site and check the announcement or view their previous result . This is nn 
alternative for the student to know their result besides taking out the result slip for nil the 
semester. 
Beside that, the lecturer also can use cxtranct environment to ncccssmg the 
database. That means the academic advisor can access the resource nt an , tune rnd 
anywhere. So the academic advisor can access the database remotely at any place around 
the world. A forum service will be integrated to the system as an extra serv ice B) u~rng 
th is particular service, the advisor can advise the student at the other side of the word rh1 · 
will provide a more interactive environment between the personal curricular and the 
student. 
1.2 Objective of the llrojcct 
Bns1cnll ncndemic ndvisor s stem 1s a system that created mainly for the academic 
ml 1so1 use n 1 usmg this p11rt1euln1 system tht: academic adv1\or can mnnngc to control the 
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student that under their counseling more dfoct. Th ' student cans also using this system to 
interact wi th their academic advisor and discuss nbnut their studies cmline. 
There arc several project objecti cs that need to be <thoroughly understand and 
studied to gain information of how and why the s stem is developed among the objectives 
arc: 
a) Improved processes leading to greater productivity and higher quality. 
At the end of this project, the system wi ll be more efficient compare with the 
existing system. New system cut down all the unnecessary procedures and 
minimizes the time to complete the task. So the academic advisor can handle the 
students under them efficiently and analyze the performance or the student · easily 
b) l'rovitle interaction between acllllemlc tu/visor am/ stu1/e11t.\'. 
The system let the student interact with the personal curnculnr to discuss their 
studies. The appointment can be makes by accessing the Internet nnd the 1X!rst,nnl 
curricular can also make announcement at the web. So the student cnn get the 
information or instruction from the Internet, which was uploaded h their pc1!-onal 
curricular. 
c) Improve the achievemelll of the stutlents 
When the academic advisor and the students become more 1ntcracm c rhc 
students, which having problem in their studies will internet ' ith their academic 
advisor more often to get some advice from their academic ad 1. or. So more or k~) 
they wi ll improve in thei r studies 
d) '/'o lun1e " more orgm1ir.e1/ tt11111ageme111 activitie.~ 
Tlus ~ stem allm s the actu.k1111c advisor to 1ew the It. t of the ~tudcnt. . \\h1ch 
is unclcr thc.:111 Then, they cun ulso checking the rc~ult and plnn for a d1 . cus. wn 
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section. This helps the academic nd isor tn mmmg<: the students which is under 
his\her control. 
e) Improve t/1e/aculty image. 
As a computer base faculty, we suppose have a fully computerize system. By 
developing this system, we can provide paperless system, which allow the academic 
advisor view and manage their student. Beside that, the academic advisor can use 
the Internet to access the student information. 
1.3 Scope of the project 
The scope of the project wi ll include the provide students' information, w ·h 
authentication for personal curricular and discussion section. This project will he focusing 
on the designing of a system for result checking and track mg. 
The AAS implementation as interpreted in this project would he limit l!d nnd will 
only covers three part ies: Administrator, Academic advisor and Degree students 
Administrator: 
On the system administrators' side, the infonnation ahout the . tudcnts unda a 
particular academic advisor is presented. Administrators arc allowed to add, dl!lctc, modll~ 
or search for all records. In this system, the administrator also holds respons1b1ltty for the 
student result in formation. The administrators can add, de lete, modify and . cnrch for a 
part icular record to make sure that the information 1s rel iable. 
Beside that, administrators will also be in charge of the user rcg1 trntton for the 
system. All the academic advisors and students must rcg1stcrc.;d \\Ith the system 
administrators to become authori~cd user of AAS. 
Acndcmic Advisor: 
/\endemic 11dviso1 1s m 11111 user of' this part1c11 lar " stem Most of the feature of th is 
s stem crcnlc for th1.: 11e11<il!m1c udv1:m1 11suge By using thl\ ' YStcm, the can easily '1cw 
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the result of the student that under their counsdmg. lk sidl! thnt. ncadcmiG advisor also can 
using the forum service to interact wi th the student regarding their studies and at the same 
time open the database and view the students' result. This will be a great help to the 
academic for given advise to student. l3cside thnt. the personal currieular also can make 
some announcement on the web site. This announcement can be access by the student at by 
using the Internet. 
Degree Students: 
Students can view their previous exams' result as wetl as the announcement that 
making by their academic advisor. The student can know the update information or 
announcement at anywhere and any time, as long as there is an Internet connection. By 
letting the student view the result of previous exam, the students can easily trace their 
performance and doing some course planning. Beside that, forum service also let the 
students interact with their academic advisor more easily. D1scuss1on can be done c en the 
academic are outstation and student can get their helps or need through the lnteml!l 
1.4 Project Expected Outcome 
At the end of the project, the following functionality wi ll be ready: 
I . AAS 
At the end of this project, a system which, allows to academic ad 1sor internet "tth 
the students witl be rcody. Beside that, this system can also mtcgratc with the existing 
database to retrieve the student tnformatmn or exam result The feature inside th1 y, tern 
arc helping the academic advisor to manugc the students that under their supcn 1. 1on If the 
s stem urc full utili1cs, the students will he uhlc to 11ch1eve higher pcrfom1nnc1.: in th1.:1r 
studies 
1 Students' uscrnumc nml password dutohnsc 
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This is a database, which stored the students· uscrnnmc and password. This 
particular database is very importnnt to n wch hnscd applicntion. Every user that login to 
our system need to be authenticates, before they can use this S¥stem. Although, maintaining 
this huge database needs many resources. But this necessary and it bring a lot of benefit in 
future. Let take a look at the online system registration at our faculty, is that really 
efficient? The answer is no because the system is only work on LAN. The problem is our 
faculty has too many students and the computers at the lab are limited. When we really try 
to do it at Internet, the students' usemame and password database will be the essential 
requirement. 
1.5 Project Expected Strength 
This project is expected to possess a few strengths that enable us 10 improve or 
overcome our current problems. Its expected strengths can he categorized nnd nrc listed 
below. 
i. Easy Accessibility 
This system could be accessed easily using a web browser where it could be 
downloaded free from any authorized web site such as Internet 1:xplorcr from 
http://www.microsotlcom. Moreover, access to the system is made u n1lablc at nil 
the time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week und 365 days a year. 
ii. l:.:11/orce Different Access Levels 
This system is expected to enable administrators to ha c a different access 
level from the other end users. This is to provide a better and secure cnv1ronmcnt 
among ndministmtors The purpose of this is to enable di fferent u. er.\ pcrfonn 
different tnsks in the systen1. I lowevcr. udmin1strutors wi ll have the highest ncccs 
level, followed hy the 11cndc1111c 11dv1sor and finally the student~ 
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iii. System Validatitm 
This system is expccted to provide a ' 'alidation system for its users. It will 
val idate the user to be either authorized or unnuthori~ed. Certain modules in the 
system can only be access by the authorized users. This validation system also 
makes sure the user has the right to change or read the record. 
1.6 Project Expected Limitat ion 
The system contains a student login database, which are difficult to be maintained. 
Administrator has to make sure that the integrity of the data and the administrator will nL o 
need to handle the issue about the users forgot their usernamc or password. So we need to 
assign someone as an administrator and take fu lly responsibi lity. 
This system wi ll integrate wi th the existing system an<l most or the mformation 1s 
retrieve from the existing system database. This means the systc1n is not independent hy 
itself, it needed to operate together with the existing system. While the existing system 
encounter failure, this system wi ll be affected hy the fa ilure. 
Due to the limitation of time and human resources, this system will be used in 
FSKTM only. This system can only develop by the faculties that have a complete databn. c 
for stored the student information and result. Beside that, every database has different 
structure and it takes times to redesign the system. 
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I. 7 Pro.iect Planning 
ID Task Name 
l Project 
Definition 
2 Literature 
Review 
3 System 
0 nalysis 
4 System 
Desi n 
---
5 Implementation 
6 Units 
Testing 
7 System 
Tes.ting _ 
8 Documentation 
8 
2002 
.Jun l .ruly I Au Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 
-
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Chapter 2: Liternturc review 
2.1 Introduction 
A literature review of a project is imporl as it places the project in the context of 
other, which might have similar characteristic. h helps the developer to know some of the 
existing features offered by similar system. 
There is no use of reinvent ing the wheel that has already been invented. The 
developer can rather focus on learning the existing system and modify or enhance it into a 
more powerful feature for project. 
Another important purpose of a literature review is to sufficiently equip the 
developer with some knowledge of the strengths and limitations or several development 
tools. This can help the developer to choose the right tool to develop the system. 
2.2 Existing Web Sites Review 
2.2.1 Case studies 
Case Studies 1: Academic advisor system of llPM 
The department of electrical and electronic cngtncenng from Untvcr.;tt · Putra 
Malaysia created this particular system The main function of this system 1. pro' 1dcd 
information about how to make use of the helps from the ucudcmic ad isor and nnswenng 
the frequent asked question The students can get the list of the academic advi or to check 
which academic udvisor they un.: under. The URL of this ystcm 
http://www.cng.upm.cdu.my/kcc/PA. html. 
The strcnglhs of 1h1s s stem nrc: 
• Provided useful 1nfonnu1mn lo students aboul the ncndem1c ad' • ~or s . tern at 
lJ n1 er~ 1t Putrn M11 lnys111 
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• The system provided the frequent asked question to let the user easily get the 
answer, which they needed. 
• The system is linking to other sites. For instance, lJPM Engineering web sites and 
EEEng Homepages. 
The weaknesses of this system are: 
• Cannot consider as a real system, I am more convenience to call it as a web site or 
web page. 
• No user controlling and the system is fu lly open to all Internet users. 
• The system does not provided additional function for the academic advisor or the 
student. 
I' llliff!ldptlG&A#'@ihi@"'ll'MMiilliQt!H@lm!!if§ 
,; • t.J 
'cl OltcuH 
Sin .. hnuihatan Abd1mllt 
• Simm PtiWihatao Ak.ademalc • m1klum•Lumum 
• Senarai nama Perwlhal Ak.adcmlk (PA) di Jabatan ini untuk Proaram Bacclor Kcjurutcruo (ElckJrik dan Elelc.trom'k) 
· Rahmnn W11FJun P1l8jar Talmn l CKcmrt\lk.f!l •m !99212000) 
• Qr S~u B11h.in M~htl Noor Pel~er Talsan l (l<rmnfUkM ·~ •· 98/99J 
• h Dr Nonn1U) ManurL P1hvu Tabual CKcmug m 197198> 
• Rr hhm Aol: Pel-Jar Tabn IMl\bahen Cl<cm•ruk.M m 1 96127) 
• tAQi mmatnai S11tcm PA 
IV i,i,,..,,., hi. , ,1, ,..,1, <;""""" u ,.,,,, ,.1.,,,.1\K l·l· l<' •'•"'' " 1.1,.,1, ,....1. 1~'41)f•nn< 
• •tartl I ~ 0 0 l.!!J liJ \:." If\ I 1 ~~..::!!.Jl., 1 1: ... ~ C!loac I~ 
l·IJl11re 2. 1 llc:tulemlt.: (l(/,,lsur lystem of U Pft-1 
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Case studies 2: Advising and ounseling S)1Stem of South West 
Tennessee Community College 
Actually this system is a sub system of the South West Tennessee Community 
College System. In this system you can get contact number and the address of the Advising, 
Counseling and Articulation Center. Beside that, there is an advance feature cal1 online 
advising service. This feature a1lows us to fill in a form and then the information wil1 be 
save in the database while the submit button has been click. The advising center wi1l 
contact us about our question or request after they proceeded the form. But I cannot analyze 
the actual procedure to proceed the form the process is hidden from the Internet usage. 
Below 1s the form that had mention and the URL of this site 1s 
http://www.stcc.cc.tn.us/counscling/onlinc advising.htm. 
I Ela lei YllW F~ .~... Slip ' 
I ~ . ~ . @ . ·@ ~ Ii ~ ~ ~ 1 ~· L ~ !°"".!'.:..! _!~~ ~ ~_,-..-.._..._ ~-
Advising and Counsollna-.Onllne Advising 
Nttd information on specific m11ort? What aboul general tduc111on requlrtmtntt? II you'W got 
ques11ona or are 1nterll8ted in coursos of study and/or certificalos. plnann complote 1h11 follOWtng 
dale form and a member of the ed\'laing office w1ll conu ct you 1eg11rd1ng your inl oroata 
Name 
Addreas 1 
Addrt85 2 
Phone 
Email 
Addren 
Comment• 
::J 
riJ r I 
lf!s• ~ I Ctl • 0 lzJ ~ ~~if> ll liULl..m:.J.!d!J!l.9.J~.d!Jl., 10 ~ 
1·1gure 2.2 Onl/11e 111lvlsl11g form 
.:J 
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The strengths of th is system arc: 
• Attractive web page design. 
• Online advising let the student and the advisor interact more effectively. 
• This system provided a quick link that let the user link to other site. 
The weaknesses of th is system are: 
• No user controlling and the sys1em is fully open to all lnternet users. 
• The system docs not have the frequent ask question. 
• Scope of this system is too small. 
Case Studies 3: Academic Advising of Webster University 
This web application is the sub system of the Webster University system nnd th1. 
sub system tried to provide the information about the academic advisor sysll!tn ot Webster 
University. This general information helps the students to mukc use of thl.! sen ice thnt 
provided by the academic advisor. Oeside that, the particular of the academic nd isor 
present at this system let us easily contact wi th the ncudemic advisor. B using th<.! cmnil 
service the student can send their messages to email account that created for C\ c~ 
academic advisor to receipt the request and response from the students. The URI of this 
particular web site is http://www.wehstcr.edu/acadaffairs/asp/acad advising. html 
The strengths of this system arc: 
• Provided useful information to students about the academic advisor sy~ tem at 
Webster University 
• The system let the user send their comment about the system to \\ Cb master. this 
helps to impro c the s stem 
• The s stem let the user to sent e-inuil to the particular ad l\Or account usmg a 
mn1'1ng h.:chnolog . 
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The weaknesses of this system are: 
• No user controlling and the system is full. open to nil Internet users. 
• The system does not have the frequent ask question. 
• Scope of the system is too small. 
• The system does not provided additional function for the academic advisor or the 
student. 
fllr:lEJ 
" .• - --~ • f.fil - - llU*• .. 
~-~- ..... 
I Be fell 'l• F..-.. !CIOll tt• 
·I +.r • '(3 ~ IL!i• Stcp_ R..._ 
• 
The Acadcrwc AdYUJ.1\8 Center coordinate• the undergraduate and gradu11te 
adv!sll'8 system 'Ilns office provides students Wl1h ltlformabon about 
11caderruc programs as well as 1pcCUll mdy opportunmc1. 11 also iadrrunutcn 
adm1111on to graduate de&ree proarams All St Low -area nudcnu may 
vi11t this office for academic acMIJ.1\8 aulftance and re~trabon or to pick 
up catalogs, course 1chedule1. add/drop 1lips, Wllhdrllwal forms. and 
change of advuor forms The Acadenuc Adv11ina 1t.tff approve a all 
semester overload and may provide undcrgraduak advulllg 1erviccs 
INhenever a faculty adV\sor 11 not avrulable the stllff us11t1 Pflldunte 
1tudent1 With transfers of credit hour•. courte wilvcr requcm. and pcbtions 
to graduate Hours of opcrabon arc Monday throu8h Thursd1y. 8 30 Am 
to 8 30 pm. Fnd.\y, 8 30 am to 4 30 pm. and Sall.lrclay, 7 45 am to 
I 00 pm. 
Adv!nng for all U S sites A!ld International campuses occurs at those 
locations 
Acadtmlc Advhlnc Personnd 
1"1g11re 2.3 r1c:mle1111c: adv1si11g ·'Jl·'·tem <?/ Wehster U111vers11y 
Case studies 4: Advisement services center of university at Albany 
..:.J 
Tlus web site provided muny services to stud<.:nt und allow~ the student This system 
allows the student get the 111forn111tion thnt 1elcvttnt for them to mnkmg dcc1S1on during the 
1egistrntwn or courses or choosing their majoring The modules that you can be find here 
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are course planning, choosing a major, mcdicin · dentist : . law school, important date, 
advisors and GPA predictor. GPA predictor nctunll. is n fonture that allows the student to 
put in their current GPA and the system will predict the GPA for the next semester. The 
URL of this web site is http://w\ \\'.albany.edtu \dvi_cmcnt, gpa.htm. 
t f4ti'"'n1gu;111emmnrnoor,1:11;1.11211m1.1g141m1.11J 
11 f)e .Eci ~- F~ loolr If• 
. ... ~ ~ .}) ~ 
fr" 1 S1ap ~ HCIN 
__ .... --~ - - ~--
'il ~ r r r•WllNI 
ll!Utatl. rtl G ~ C:tJ ..1J 0 itl , l.::JMu.loO. I .:J MJOoc. I l!lo...- II Aced. . C~Mwc.O I e;po-. I 1-i a '"PM 
Figure 2.4 Adviseme111 .'tervices ce11ter of University at Alba11y 
Oclow is the GPA predictor that I had mention: Un
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Step One: Fill in Current Cred1ls and Qualify Points 
Humber of 
A.f credits 
Cuuunt quality 
points 
~(from transcnpt) 
Current GPA (from transcript) 
(credits • gpa) 
Step Two: Enter this semester's expectations 
Fiii in number of 
credits earning 
eadl of thne Expected Quality 
grades Grade Value Polns 
A 
A. 
B• 
8 
o. 
C• 
.. 
3.7 
3.3 
3 
2.7 
2.J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-
(credrt 8 • value) 
(cr11d1ts •value) 
(credrts • value) 
(cr~drts • value) 
(credrt t • value) 
(crodrts • value) 
!!Jo- I I ld MIC.:U. 
15 
• 
111"-'l I ~ fJ ~ &!l ~ {J "' I jJE~·lttF. J '!l0..2·MO.dl.,)A:\4pl •• . ~a~c-..1 11~ ru 233PM 
Figure 2.5 Gl'A Pred1ctor 
The strengths of the system are: 
• Provided the information that is needed by the student to making decision. 
• The particular of the advisors that is available are listed detail including the photo 
and their specialty. 
• GPA predictor that can predict the student GPA for the coming semester. 
• Provided the FAQ to let the user get the answers for some of the frequent nskcd 
questions. 
The weaknesses of the system arc: 
• No user cont roll ing and the ~ystcm is fully open to all Internet user . 
• The uccurucy of the GP I\ predictor hus not been proven, because there arc many 
other fnctors that can influence the performance of the student 
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2.2.2 Conclusion of the case studies 
After analyze the systems that I mention m the case studies, 1 had found the 
strengths and the weaknesses of every system. So 1 will use this result in designing my 
system to make sure all the stren&>ths found from the case studies will be shown in my 
system. Beside that, the weaknesses from the case studies should be avoid or improve in 
my system. Following is the strengths and the weaknesses that I had collected from the case 
studies: 
Strengths: 
• Be an informati ve system. 
• Attractive web page design. 
• Provided links that are related with our system to add the value or our system. 
• Lets the users give their feedback according to the services provided by the s . tcm 
• Make a system that uscf ul for both students and advisors. 
Weaknesses : 
• The users of the system arc not authenticated and this means everyone can u~e the 
system. 
• The scope of the system is too small. 
• Make the system more functionality. 
2.3 client and server computing 
This clicnt server uppronch is certainly appealing u w1tk range of hardware 
plat forms. E c1 , hordwnrc and sothvurc vendor hus something to ~a about th1 nc\\ 
technology workstut ion vendor, such us Sun and I lcwlctt Package bcgm to churn out 
products uses as scrve1. Operating system vendor begin to emphas11c the client server 
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operating system, whi le application level nnd dntnbns~ nrn1mgcmcnt system vendor, such as 
Sybase and Oracle push client server solutions to enter business prq lem. 
2.3. l Definition 
Client server computing is the logical extension of modular programming. Modular 
programming has as its fundamental assumption that separation of a large piece of software 
into its constituent parts ("modules") creates the possibi lity for easier development and 
better maintainability. Client server computing takes th is a step farther by recognizing that 
those modules need not all the executed within the same memory space. 
2.3.2 Evolution of client server computin~ 
In the I 970' s, department managers found that relying on central mainframe based 
application hindered their ability rapidly respond to business demands Application 
development time within the central information system (IS) was too slow, and the result 
was not fai lures to specific needs of a department. Though the department of PC. enabled 
workers have computing power and data at their command and enabled department level 
managers to select needed application quickly, this has it drawback. 
In a pure PC environment , cooperation among users was dinicult. E en withm a 
department , there needed a department lcvt.:l database and department formntting nnd dntn 
usage standards. The solution to these requirements is departmental level client server 
architectu re. The success or dcpart1m.:ntnl architecture paved the \V8 for the cntcrpn. c-
kvcl client server computing. 
The dominant thence of such nrchitecturc 1s the recstahhshmcnt of control O\cr data 
by control 1s org11ni111tion hul in content of distributed computing s stem, hence enter the 
·ltcnt scr c1 comp11t111g concept. Toduy, the most common type of server 1s the database 
scrvc1. beside~ ns dollt stnrngc 1t also hundlt.:s requests and responses from the clients 
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2.3.3 client server models 
Garter Group come out with 5 way of describing the different client server styles 
base on how they split the three components of an. application user interface, business or 
application logic, data management. The ti e styles are distributed presentation, remote 
presentation, distributed function, remote data management and distributed data 
management. f- igurc 2. 1 depicts how the client servers computing are modeled. 
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Distributed 
Presentation 
Data 
management 
Application 
Presentation 
Presentation 
Remote 
Processing 
Data 
management 
Application 
Presentation 
Distribution 
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Data 
management 
Application 
Application 
Presentation 
Computer 
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2.3.4 Client Server Architecture 1291 
The client server architecture has been called the model of computing of the 1990's. 
With this architecture, the calling module becomes the "cliepf ' (which request a 
service), and the called module becomes the .. server" (that provides a service). This is 
usually result in putting the processing to the user or client machine and the data 
management and storage server. Depending on the application and software used, all data 
processing may occur on the client or split between the client and the server. The service is 
connection via a network. Server software accepts data from client and then returns with 
the result to client. The client manipulates the data and presents the result to user. 
Single tier architecture 
A single-tier application is simply a monolithic, stand-alone program that runs on 
the user's computer. It may communicate with a database, but that database resides on the 
same computer (or perhaps on a mapped network drive). The key point about n single-tier 
application is that all three services - user, business, and datu 
combined into a single program. 
are architecturally 
Typically, each installation of a single-tier application is used only by a single person. 
Phys I cal Logical 
User M3rvices 
Bu~mess servu:e~ 
Data services 
/ .'1g11re 2. 7 Single ltcr model 
Two ticn1 architecture 
/\ two-tier nrchitccturc is where ll client talks directly to a server, wi th no 
intervening scr er It is typicully used in smull environment (less than 50 user) 
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In this environment, much processing is pcrfonned on the client workstation, using 
the memory space and processing power of the client to provide much of the functionality 
of the system. Field edit, local lookups, and access to peripheral devices (scanner, printer, 
and so on) are provided and managed by the client system since almost all processing is 
done at the client, the client portion is sometime returns as fast as client. 
A common error in client server development is to prototype an application in a 
small 2 tiers environment and then scale up by simply adding more users to the server. This 
approach will usually result in an ineffective system, as the server becomes overwhelmed. 
To properly scale to hundreds or thousands of users, it is usually necessary to more to 3-
tiers architecture. 
Pllyalcal logical 
• 
Business services 
Figure 2.8 two tiers model 
Three tiers architecture 
A 3-tiers architecture introduces a server (or an "agent") between the client and the 
server. The rote oft he agent is folds. It cans provide: 
• Translation service (as in adapting u legacy application on mainframe to a client 
server environment 
• Mastering services (as in acting as a transaction monitor to limit the number of 
simultnneous requests to given server). 
• Intelligent ugcnt service (as in mapping a request to a number of difTerent servers, 
collating the results, unc.1 returning n single response to the client) 
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Log1cal 
I Business seiv1Ct!S J 
Appllcatlon server 
Figure 2.9 Three tiers model 
The movement from 2-tiers architecture to 3-tiers architecture or multi user 
architecture due is to the need for scalable and maintainable system and the wide variety of 
the clients within a large organization. 
In multi user architecture, each of the major pieces of functionality is isolated the 
presentation layer is independent of the business logic, which in tum, is separated from the 
data access layer. This model requires much more analysis and design or the front-end, but 
the dividends in reduced maintenance and greater flexibility pays ofT. This model exhibits a 
much thinner client by bringing some processing task back to the server. 
2.3.5 Characteristic of client server architecture 
The basic characteristic of the cl ient server architecture: 
I. Combination of n client or front-end portion that interacts wi th the user. and a 
server or back-end portion that interacts with the share resource. The client 
process contuins solution specific logic und provides the interface between the 
u ·er un<l the rest of the opplicn tion system. The server process acts as a software 
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engine that manages shared resources sud 1 as dntnhnses, printer, modem or 
high-powered processors. 
2. The front-end task nnd back-end task hn\'c fundam~ntall)f different requirements 
for computing resources such as processor speeds, memory, disk speeds and 
capacities and input/output devices. The environment is typically heterogeneous 
and mult ivendor. The hardware platform and operating system of client and 
server arc not usually the same. Client and server processes communicate 
through a well-defi ned set of standard application program interfaces (APl 's). 
3. J\n important characteristic of client server system is scalability. They can be 
scaled horizontally or vertically. Horizontal scaling means adding or remo ing 
client workstation with only a slight performance impact. Vertical scaling means 
migrating to a larger and faster server machine or multiscrvcr. 
2.3.6 Services module 1291 
When designing your Web site, you can use a service-based application model 
The term service-based means that the functionality of an application is specified ns 
collections of services that meet specific user needs. 
A service-based application is typically comprised of th ree categories: user service~. 
business services, and data services. 
User services provide an application with its user interface. The user of a service 
can be a person or another service. Therefore , the interface for a service can provu.k a 
graphical user interface or a programmatic interface 
13usim:ss services enforce business rules and handle transactions The e . en ice 
may impose constraints or apply lrunsfonnutions to change user input or raw database 
information into usublc business informution 
Dutu services provide storage and low-level manipulation of data in a database 
Fxnmplcs of dntn sc1v1ccs include cre11te, rend, updute, und delete, which nrc u. ed by 
husrncss sci ices to modify u dat11hnse. J\ bus111css service docs not need to knm where 
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data is located, how it is implemented, or how it is ncressed. These tasks are handled by 
data services. 
The fo llowing illustration shows the scp,1ices model: 
Data SeMces 
Compotet 
tnlonnabon 
~and 
manipuladol'I 
Figure 2. 10 Services model 
Benefits of Using the Services Model 
After determining what capabilities you need for your Web site, you can then decide 
how to implement the site. Using services to define the division of functionnlity in your 
Web site provides the following benefits: 
• Clear and consistent development goals 
By dividing your Web site into services, you enable a Web development team to 
easily envision the direction of development. The functionality of each service, 
implemented as a component, is clearly defined. 
• Better manageabi lity 
Because services divide the functionality of your Web site into distmct tasks, any 
changes in the implementat ion of one service will not introduce changes to another 
service component. 
• Isolation of functionality 
The functio11n lity of o spccilic service is encapsulated, so an error in the 
implementation of u sci vice cnn be cusily trnccd to the correspond mg component. 
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• Division of labor 
Identifying services enables you lo dctcnnine which member of the Web 
development learn is hest sui ted to build nnd comploto the corresponding component. 
2.4 Internet 
2.4.1 Introduction 
The Internet evolved from the ARPANET, which was developed in 1969 by the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the U.S. Department of Defense to support 
mil itary research. It was the fi rst operational network. 
The Internet is an international computer network, which connects million. of 
computers in just about every country in the world. The Internet is a networked fanned by 
cooperative interconnection of computing networks. In fuct , the word "Internet" \\f\S 
coined from the words "interconnection" and "network." What this means is that man 1. 
many connecting networks, usually made up of differing kinds of computers nnd diffcn:nt 
technologies, arc interfaced together so smoothly that the individual parts appear to be one 
network. This is accomplished by connecting networks using the same protocol: TCP IP 
(Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). 
There is no central authority, no governing body nor any overall organii'Utional 
scheme to the vast amounts of infonnation available. The Internet trans!Crs/accesscs data 
in five different ways: gopher, telnet, FTP (fi le transfer protocol), llTTP (world wide web) 
and e-mail. Each computer that is connected to the Internet is provided a unique addre s or 
URL (Uniform Resource Locator). 
2.4.2 World Wide Web (WWW) 
The World Wide Web is the purl of the Internet thnt uses h~ pcrtcxt to lmk. 
documents 0 11 computers ull over the world to one another I lypcrtcxt allows any part of 
nn document to he linked to nny othu1 document, no mutter where 1t 1s, allowing for 
intu1t1ve, concept-bused nuv1g11 tion. 
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Englishman Tim Bcrncrs-Lcc invented the World \ ide Web in \990 while working 
at CERN, the European Particle Physics Lnhomtory. At tlt"$t, the Web was set up as a way 
for scientists to share information with each other. lt has since become a worldwide success 
because it makes it very easy for computer novices to browser through text, graphics, and 
multimedia. 
2.4.3 TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) 
It is a set of protocols, or a protocol suite, that defines how all transmissions are 
exchanged across the Internet. Also, it describes how the Internet works. There must be 
some kind of standard rules that everybody follows so that computers can talk to cnch 
other. This is it. Computers on the Internet conform to this standard. TCP/IP hns hccn in 
active use for many years and has demonstrated its e ffecti veness on a worldwide scnlc. 
2.4.4 llTTP (llyperTcxt Transfer Protocol) 
It is the foundation protocol of the Web nnd can be used in any-client .Cr\'cr 
application involving hypertext. The name 1s somewhat misleading in that I lTIP is not n 
protocol for transferring hypertext~ rather, it is a protocol for transmitting infonnation w ith 
the efficiency necessary for making hypertext jumps. The data transferred by the protocol 
can be plain text, hypertext, audio, images. or any internet-accessible infonnotion 
2.5 Operating system 113) 
2.5.1 Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 
Si nce 1996, Windows NT Server 4.0 has been consistent ly improved, enhanced and 
updated to me •t lhosc rcqu1rcmcnts, Toduy. Window N'I Server 4 0 has become the mo t 
comprehensive server operuting system. Y ct ut the core is ~lahlc cock ha.\c that has proven 
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to be a strong and versatile pcrfonner for orgnnizntions of nll si1cs, earning broad industry 
support in the form of products and services. And now, ns the vision for Window 2000 
Sever has become clear and more widely understood. Window NT ~ever 4.0' s role as the 
most efficient path to the future of the enterprise computing has similarly become more 
evident. 
Microsoft Window NT is one of the powerful operating systems for network 
computing. It combines the ease-of-use of Windows 95 w1th the power and reliability of 
Windows NT. Herc arc some of advantages: 
• lt is productivity and compatibility as Windows NT ensures high performance for 
32-bit programs. All Win 16 Windows-based programs have the preemptive 
multitasking capabilities of Windows NT and can be run in a separate address space 
for better responsiveness and reliabi lity. 
• It meets the reliability standards to run critical line of business programs. It allocntcs 
separate memory space for 16 bits appl ications, so it' one 16-bit appl icntion foi ls it 
won' t bring down other applications. 
• It is also protects critical operating system code, device drivers, and data from 
appl ication. 
• It is ease-of-use interface that helps to work easier and faster 
• It is easy to manage and control as it includes remote management and 
troubleshooting tools and allows administrators to implement policies and standard. 
for system-wide desktop confi guration. 
• It allows object linking and embedding (OLE). In other words, at can combine 
information from severa l applications into one compound document using the 
special object linking and embedded capabi lities of Windows-based application. 
• It has hui lt in tools for intcrnctworking and intranct working like TCP/IP, Micro oft 
Internet Explorer and Microsofl peer web services. 
• It cnahh.:s the capah11at1cs of integrating applacat1on on a single computer or even 
across multiple computers h using Com and Dcom. 
2.5.2 Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
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Windows 2000 Server is a multipurpose, cntry-k vd server operating system that 
can used to provide the network users with file. print. application, or web services. 
Windows 2000 Server provides a well-integrated package containing the application 
development environment, security, and scalabi lity. With Windows 2000 Server, user get 
all the usability features of Windows 2000 professional, plus support for up to two 
multiprocessors for new installations and up to four multiprocessors when they upgrade 
from Windows NT 4.0. As the server operating system built for business Internet Windows 
2000 Server let user: 
• Use the web to securely connect employees, customers and suppliers anywhere in 
the world. 
• Share selected information without compromising confidential data. 
• Expand the network environment as the application needs evolve. 
• Internet enables business with essential technologies woken throughout the.! 
operating system. 
• Cut cost with improved management system for networks, servers and Windows 
desktops. 
• Sustain up time with extensive reliabi lity and availabi lity impro emcnts. 
• Take advantage of new hardware with broad support for existing and emerging 
hardware communication products. 
Windows 2000 Server provides comprehensive, standards-based security services 
including flexible authentication, data encryption, flexible and secure network access, 
protection of virtual private network ( VPNs) using core Internet standards uch a~ lP 
security (IPSec), secure transaction processing and security extensions for the development 
platfonn such as the crypto t\PI. 
Windows 2000 also mtro<lm:es new tcchnolog1cs that let user build richer wc..:b 
application and solut ions, such ns the 1cx1 generation of the.: Micro.oft componc..:nt object 
model . Com 1 lk vclopers using <:om 1 tind 1t much easier to create and u c oftware 
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components, and benefit from a runtime environment nnd services that arc used from any 
programming language or tool. 
Another technology revolutionizing the Internet is the Extensible Markup Language 
(XML). XML enable easy integration of data from multiple sources, reduced network 
traffic, granular updates and more meaningful searches. The Windows 2000 XML parser is 
implemented as a Com component , providing a complete XML foundation for Windows 
DNA-based applications. 
In addition, Windows 2000 include integrated support for streaming media, which 
allows organization to develop and distribule real time presentations and rich multimedia 
content to both internal and external audiences imagine being able to send full screen video 
to your users' desktops on demand, while providing CD-quality audio digital righL 
management, and great integration with other application soltware. 
2.5.3 Windows NT Server 4.0 versus Windows 2000 Server 
Windows 2000 Server is newer than Windows NT Server 4.0, surely it will has 
more advantages than Windows NT. Below are some of the differences: 
• Windows 2000 was twice as fas t as Windows NT 4.0 
• Active Directory's long and wide reach is what make Windows 2000 both 
compell ing and formidable. The Active Directory security model integrates with 
everything in enterprise, the management components w1 11 teach e cry desktop, and 
its authorization model affect every user. In addition, other enterprise dircctorie 
can be integrated into Active Directory. 
• In Windows 2000, trust rdationship arc developed within domains. 
• Able to easily delegate authority to change user accounts spread across e cral 
Windows 2000 OUs. (Organization units) 
• Windows 2000 provides the tcchnolng1c!-- n.:quired to let the Internet application 
grow wi thout limitations. It ullows the most demanding high-end applications to use 
more computer memory. For cxnmplc, Active Server Pages scale. t\ o to three 
times better on multiple p1occssors thnn Windows N'l Server 4 0 docs. 
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• Windows NT Server provides mnny of the ~omc services found in Windows 2000 
Server, however it lacks an cxtcnsibl '\ higrnrchicnl directory. Although the 
directory in Windows NT Server 4.0 provides organii atjons with centralized 
directory for managing users and groups and single logon services, it is less 
comprehensive than the feature-set in either Active Directory or Novell Directory 
Services (NDS). 
2.6 Web application development tool 
2.6.l Microsoft Visual InterDev 6 111 
Microsoft Visual lnterDev, the newest number of the Visual tool family is an 
integrated development tool for building dynamic web applications accessible by any web 
browser on any platform. It includes an integrated development environment. database 
connectivity tools, programmable components, site management and publi. hing 
capabilities, a personal web server, content creation tools and more Microsoft Visual 
lnterDev 6.0 raises the standard for Internet and intranet applications to a new le d . Thi. 
product includes many new features such as buttons and other innovations in the interface. 
But its scripting object model sets it part from other development tools. 
Microsoft Visual lnterDev also include a variety of development features for 
integrating client-server and web technologies. These features arc enabled through Visual 
lnterOev' s support for ActiveX, seamless database connectivity to any ODBC data source, 
support for building and testing large system and comprehensive support for the 
development of web application. 
Microsoft Visual lntcrDcv provides a rapid, visual development environment for 
building ASP. Visual lnterDcv also can easily integrate ActivcX server components written 
in Visual J t t, VB, Visual FoxPro and Visual C 1 t . Using Visual lntcrDcv with ActivcX 
server component , u developer can cu~ily create mult1-11cr web applicat1 ons Actl\ CX . cncr 
components provide u convenient and effective way to light integrate a web application 
wi th existing lnh.:rnct system. 
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Microsoft Visual lntcrDcv delivers n comprehensive set of tightly integrated 
database tools for web developers. The dntnhnsl! connectivity feature are based on the 
industry standard ODBC, including Oracle, Microson SQL erver Microsoft Access, 
Microsoft Visual FoxPro, lnfonnix, Sybase, lBM DB _ and way other. In addition, using 
Visual lnterDev a developer can create scalable database solutions because it leverages 
ASP. The core database components of Visual lnterDev include Active Data Object 
(ADO), integrated Data View, Design Time ActiveX Controls, Database Wizards, Query 
Designer, and Database Design. 
A Visual lnterDev project consists of a live web site when developers open a 
proj ect~ they are actually opening a live view of a site, as it exists on the web server. The 
IDE is thus a complete web site management tool that allows the developer to easily 
modify the structure of a web site and edit, add, move, rename and delete fil es nnd folders 
on the web site. Mult i web sites (project) can be open at the same time. 
2.6.2 Lotus Notes 
Lotus Notes ts the only groupware solution today that combines four essential 
technologies: 
• Email messaging and scheduling 
• A powerful distributed document database 
• An open platform system environment 
• A rich application development environment 
It is the only sollwarc product that addresses a comprehensive definition of what 
groups of office workers have to accomplish and how computers can facilitate the c 
activities. Lotus Notes address all of these aspects of group activity such as e-mai l 
programs, hulletin board and discussion software. 
It hus document databases and messaging capabili ty as described before. In addi tion 
of thut. Notes provides 11 rich progrnmming environment that offers developer a sclcct1on of 
progmmming languages, from simple (the Notes and function language) to more powerful 
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and complete (Lotus Script, an ANSI base compliant language similar to Visual Basic~ 
HiTest Tool for C+ t, numerous third-pm1y pmgmmming tools and due to be available in 
Notes Release 4.5, an implementation of Jnvn). 
2.6.2.1 Benefit of Notes 
• Replicas and replication: Notes lets you keep multiple copies of a single database 
called replicas on multiple servers or workstations. This lets users on a variety of 
networks in a variety of locations access the same information. Replication is the 
process of exchanging modification between replicas. Through repl ication, Note, 
make all the replicas essentially identical over time. 
• Notes is very customi111ble: Every applications can be customized in less time thnt it 
would take with most other applications. 
• Work flow: Notes allows user to set up application to make it cnsier to route the 
form to appropriate person. 
• Document sharing: Notes makes it easy for several people to work on a document. 
review it and make comments. 
• Rich text document: Any Notes document, including email can have graphics, video 
and sound along with regular text. 
• Web publishing: Almost all the benefi ts of Notes arc now available from the web 
Notes database arc automatically converted to llTML, in real time mnkmg it 
possible for user to browse or edit information in the database. 
2.6.3 Microsoft FrontP1'gc 2000 12 I) 
This program is included us purt of Microsoft Office (in add1t1 on to being sold a. a 
stnndnlonc product). nnd its Ofticc integration featu res take ad nntagc of the popularity of 
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that suite by sharing much of the same interface nnd mnn~1 of the same to ls. Other features 
new to this version allow greater collnbomtion nnd u~c of newer Web technologies. 
FrontPagc 2000 provides a variety of features and is geared for beginning to 
intermediate users. The Themes (which have been increased to 67) are an especially helpful 
feature, allowing novices and nondesigners to focus on content rather than on design, and 
simplifying the process of creating sites with a consistent appearance. FrontPage also 
includes strong site management features, including the capability to visualize a Web site 
through multiple views and edit the site via drag and drop. 
2.6.3.1 Strengths of Microsoft FrontPage 2000 
• l/1 r:111e.\ /'ruvrde C ·011.\t\f<' llf l .uuk <111d l·ed 
FrontPage 2000 now includes 67 professionally created themes. each of 
which includes features such as buttons, color combinations, and buckgrounds. A 
single theme can be applied to all of the pages in a Web site to provide a consistent 
appearance for the site or to give pages different themes. Users can position the 
elements anywhere on the Web site and edit the themes or create their own. 
• /frcel/enl site managements Features 
FrontPage provides strong site management features that are also easy to 
use, especially since FrontPuge Editor and f rontPage Explorer, fonnerly . cparatc 
modules, arc now integrated. FrontPage can automatically verify, edit , or repair 
hyperl inks, and broken links can be easily discerned. The product automatically 
renames pages and reconstructs applicable links when pages arc rearranged: users 
need only drag and drop page icons between folders or tree branches to relocate site 
content. 
2.6.3.2 Limitation of Microsoft Frontl'age 2000 
• ( /,,·c· pmprwtury 1<'<"11110/ogy 
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Some of the more advanced effects in FrontPngc nrc compatible only with 
Microsoft products, such as Internet Explorer nnd Acti c Server Pa~es, and users 
must have FrontPage extensions on the Web sl!rver in order to use most FrontPage 
2000 f caturcs. 
2.7 Programming Languages Consideration 
2.7.1 Hyper Text Markup Language 
HTML is the lingua franca for publishing hypertext on the World Wide Web. lt is a 
non-proprietary format based upon SGMC, and can be created and processed by n wide 
range of tools, from simple plain text editors. User types it in from scratch to sophisticated 
WYSIWYG authoring tools. 
To develop the next generation of I ITML as a suite of XML togs sets with u clean 
migration path from I ITML 4.0. Some of the expected benefit s include n modular solut ion 
to increasing disparate capabilities of browsers and the ability to cleanly integrate l lTML 
with other XML applications. To publish information for global distribut ion, one need. a 
universally understood language, a kind of publishing mother tongue that all computers 
may potent ially understand. The publishing language used by the World Wide Web is 
I ITML (Hyper Text Markup Language). I ITML gives author the mean to: 
• Publish onlinc documents with heading, text. tables, list, photo, etc. 
• Retrieve on line information via hypertext links, at the click of a button. 
• Design form for conducting transactions wi th remote services for use in searching 
for infonnation, making reservations, ordering products, etc. 
• Include spreadsheets, video clip, sound clips and other apphcauon di rectly m their 
document 
Most people agree thnt I ITMI. documents should work well across different 
browsc1 s nnd pint fo1 ms. Achieving intcropcrah1 ltty lowers cost to content pro 1dcrs since 
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they must develop only one version of a document. l f the effort is not made, there is much 
greater risk that the web wi ll devolve into a proprietary world of incoll'!patible fonnats 
ultimately reducing the web's commercial potential for all participants. 
HTML has been developed with the vision that all manner devices should be able to 
use information on the web. PCs with graphics displays of varying resolution and color 
depths, cellular telephones, hand hold devices, devices for speech for output and input, 
computer with high or low bandwidth and so on. 
2. 7 .2 Active Server Pages (ASP) 111 
Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP) is a server-side scripting environment that 
developer can use to create and run dynamic, interactive web server applications. With 
ASP, developer can combine HTML Pages, script Commands and ActivcX components to 
create interactive web pages or powerful web-based applications. ASP opplicntions nre cnsy 
to develop and modi fy. 
ASP is a server side-scripting platfonn supported by Microsoft Internet lnfom1ntion 
Server (llS), Microsoft Personal Web Server (PWS). and by other web server vin hiliASP. 
It provides the same functionality as CGI scripts and is especially useful for integrating data 
from Windows-based databases (eg. Microsoft Access and SQL Server) and other ODBC 
(Open Database Connection) compliant databases with cl ient site. ASP is not an 
application. lt is a VB script interpreter that integrated with llS, together with an interface 
for other custom component. lt is also able to include other web pages component like 
ActiveX control and Java applets. Therefore, ASP is considered as a glue technology. 
which binds together other various server-based systems to help build interacti e web 
pages. The advantages of ASP nre as below: 
• It is suitable for publishing und collecting data on web. 
• It provides a way for bui lding secure transactions, server-based application and web 
site 
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• It provides Active Database object, one of the nctivc server components allows easy 
but powerful connections to be mndc to nlmost nny dntabase sy tern for which an 
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) driver is available. 
• It has pre-build Active Server Components, which provide plug-in object that will 
perfonn specific task. 
• It supports client-server prob'Tamming. Furthermore, the combination of ASP, 
client-side scripting and objects can be used to create client/server applications. 
• It is able to create cl ient side code dynamically on the server. 
• ln the ASP Pages developer can use any scripting language for which they have 
installed a scripting engine that follows the ActiveX scripting standard. ASP comes 
with scripting engines for Microsoft Visual Basic scripting edition (VB scrip) and 
Microsoft Jscript so that developer can immediately begin writing scripts. Acti cX 
scripting engines for PERL, REXX, and Python are ava ilable through third-pany 
developers. 
Because developer scripts run on the server does all the work involved in generating 
the web pages that have been send to browsers. Developer need not worry whether u 
browser can process his scripts. The web server docs all the script processing. Transm1ttlllg 
standard HTML to browser. Server-side script cannot be readily copied because onl the 
result at the script is returned to the browser. Users cannot view the script commands that 
created the page they viewing. 
2.7.2. l ASP compare to CGI application 
ASP provides all of the functionality of CGI applications in an casicr-to-u. c and 
more robust environment. ASP is u easier way for server to access infonnation in a form 
not reuduble by client (such as on SQL dutubasc) und then act as a gateway bet\ cen the two 
to produce information thnt the client cun view und use. 
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With CGI, the server creates as many processes ns the number of client requests 
received. The more concurrent requests there nrc, the more concurrent processes created by 
the server. I lowever, creating a process for c ery request is time consµm ing and requires 
large amount of server RAM. In addition, this can restriet the resources available for 
sharing from the server application itself~ slowing down performance, and increasing wait 
times on the Web. ASP instead runs in the same process as the web server, more handling 
client request faster and more efficient. It is much easier to develop dynamic content and 
Web application with ASP. 
2.7.2.2 ASP compare to ISAPI applications 
lSAPl applications require all of the programming and layout to contain in a DLL 
file written in CH. ISAPI applications are thus more difficult to create and maintain. With 
ASP files, and HTML Writer can script an external component and format the output. ASP 
separates the layout and design from the business logic. 
2.7.2.3 ASP compare to PERL 
PERL is the most popular programming language for writing CGI scripts. Due to its 
popularity, power and fl exibility, as well as the fact that scri pts written in PERL can run 
easily on most Web servers. PERL is the language that we teach for COi scripting. 
Anyway, PERL and other scripting languages arc not robust development tools b 
themselves. ASP provides a familiar framework and objects for building complex 
applications that require data from relational database and legacy sources. A P supports 
virtually any scripting language to build these applications. Third parties arc currently 
developing additional scripting engines. such as PERL, which will be announced when they 
nrc rcudy. 
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2.7.3 .Java 
Java is an object-oriented, portable, multithreaded, network-aware programming 
language developed and maintained by Sun Microsystems. Java is a de facto standard 
language. Although Sun ultimately controls Java, its wide-scale adoption has made it a 
standard for all intents and purposes. Sun has allowed the developer communjty to exert a 
good deal of control over the evolution of Java through its Java Community Process. 
Java programs are run (technically, they are interpreted) by another program called 
the .lava Virtual Machine, or Java VM, rather than by the native operating system 
(Windows 95/98/NT, Unix, and so on). In effect, a Java VM is an operating system inside 
of an operating system, within which a Java program executes. Java programs, regardless of 
what platform they are developed on, are written to a common API that is implemented in 
the Java VM . /\s long as a Java VM has been developed for a particular operating system, 
any Java program should (theoretically) run w1thow mocliflcatum. This nrchitecture 1. the 
foundation of Java' s claim of "write once, run anywhere." The most well known l.!xampll.! 
of a Java VM is the one that comes built into your browser (Internet Explorer, Netscape 
Navigator). 
Java probrrams typically run as applets (mini applications) inside a browser. A an 
applet, the Java progrnm is integrated into a Web page and is automatically downloaded to 
your computer with the page, where it executes. Java programs can also run as standalone 
applications and as "scrvlets," which pcrfonn server-side processing in Web application. 
(similar to Domino agents). 
Java programs (particularly applets) arc, as a rule, not allowed to read and wri te to 
the hard drive of the system on which they execute. 
Domino Designer supports the creation of Java agents either by directly writing 
them in the IDI ~ or hy importing code d1,;vclopcd and tested in a thlfd-part Ja a 
programming tool Java is the only method of remotely manipulating obJCCts on a Domino 
server from 11 browser interface . .luv11 utifo.es CORl3A, which is fully supported on the 
Domino server. 
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2.7.4 Scripting Language 
When choosing a scripting language, consider the following two issues: 
• Browser compatibility 
Web browsers must include a scripting interpreter for the language you 
choose. Internet Explorer 4.0 and later has interpreters for VBScript, JScript, 
and JavaScript. Netscape Navigator provides an interpreter for JavaScript. 
• Programmer familiarity 
Choose a scripting language that is similar to a language you know. If 
you have Visual Basic experience, you can quickly learn VBScript. If you 
have Java or C experience, JScript and JavaScript will be more famili nr to 
you. 
2. 7.4. 1 .JavaScript 
JavaScript is a cross-platform, object-oriented scripting language, which extends thl.! 
functionality of HTML, developed by Netscape Communications Corporation for 
developing Internet applications. The original purpose of JavaScript was to enable events 
on a web page, such as mouse clicks or field navigation, to be responded to. This forn, of 
JavaScript is referred to as ''client-side JavaScript" because it allows the developer to code 
a Web page so that it reacts to the act ions of a user viewing the page through n Web 
browser. By using JavaScript in Web applications, server workload and network traffic can 
be reduced and keeps more of the processing duties on the client-side. 
JavaScript is lightweight in that there isn't a great deal to learn and can be 
productive wi th it very quickly, in contrust to much more complex language .. uch as Java 
/\s n scripting languugc, JuvuScript is meant to tell un application what to do. Unlike 
l11ng11ngcs used to CH.:11tc nppl icntions, it cnnnot do anythmg without the application 
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JavaScript can be integrated or incorpomtcd into Visual lntcrDev application, 
especially in a process fonn, which means it can he used as n common scripting language 
for combination web applications. Common uses of JavaScript in Visual InterDev 
applications include: 
• Input validation 
• Confirming actions 
• Prompting for input 
• Control objects in the browser's user interface. 
• Retrieve CGI variables to gather data about the environment and display the results 
to the user. 
2.8.4.2 VBScript 131 
VBScript is a member of Microsoft's Visual Basic family of development products. 
Other members include Visual Basic (Professional and Standard Edit ions) and Visual Ba. ic 
for Applications, which is the scripting language for Microsoft Excel. VBScript is n 
scripting language for HTML pages on the World Wide Web and corporate intrnnets. 
Same as JavaScript, at this time, do not have a debugger or even a way to step 
through the code. Writing in VBScript is trivial for experienced Visual Basic programmers 
- the syntax is almost identical. 
VBScript acts as both a client-side and server-side programming language. A client-
side language is a language that can be interpreted and executed by a browser On the other 
hand, a server-side programming is a language that executes on the server w1th a Web site's 
files. 
The advantage of client-side programming language is that browser does all the 
work. This places fewer burdens on the server I lowcver, current ly, the only brow. er that 
can understand VBScript ns ll client-side language is Microsoft Internet Explorer. The 
advuntuge of using VBScript, us ll server-side programming language 1s that the scripts 
work tegurdless or the browser bei ng uscd. 
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VBScript enables authors to create scripts using sub. ct of the Microsoft Visual 
Basic language. It docs not include functionali ty that directly nccc .. cs the alient machine's 
operating system or file system so it is safe for the WWW. VBScript is implemented as a 
fast, portable interpreter for use in Web browser and applications that use ActiveX controls, 
Java applets and OLE Automation Servers. 
2.8 Database 
2.8.1 Microsoft Access 
Microsofi Access is the relational database management system used to create the 
relational databases. Together with the ODBC driver for Access, data can he retrieve from 
the database in client or server based system. It contains facilities to import, export and 
links table to llTML files, to process hyperlinks into or out of database applications and to 
Publish tables, forms and reports in 1 ITML format. Additionally, forms and datashccts can 
be saved as ActiveX server pages. 
2.8. t Advantages of Microsoft Access 
• Integration with other software 
Microsoll Access is closely integrated with the other members of the ollicc 
suite of business software. As for as accounting soflwurc is concerned, the link with 
the suite's spreadsheet program, Excel, is particular useful. 
• M1crosoll Access is fully networknblc 
• 
Microsoll Access 1s designed for both ~land ulone and mult1-u. er 
npplicat1 ons The program 1s full networkuble 
M1cmsol\ Access is Y2K cumplmnt 
As might he expected, both Micrnson Access 97 and Microsoft Acccs. 2000 
nrc full cur 2000 co111pl i1111t 
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2.8.2 Oracle 
2.8.2.1 Introduction 
Oracle Corporation's reputation as a database company is finnly established in its 
full-featured, high pcrfonnance ROBMS server. With the database as the cornerstone of its 
product line, Oracle has evolved into more than just a database company, complementing 
its RDBMS server with a rich offering of well-integrated products that are designed 
speci fically for distributed processing and client or server applications. 
As Oracle's database server has evolved to support large scale enterprise system for 
transaction processing and decision support, so too have its other products, to the extent 
that Oracle can provide a complete solution for client or server application dcvclopm<.:n t 
and deployment. An overview of client or server database system and the Oracle product 
architectures that support their implementation is as below. 
2.8.2.2 Oracle 7 RDBMS Server 
The Oracle 7 Server is a full-featured RDBMS that is ideally sui ted to support 
sophisticated client or server environm<.:nt. Many features of the Oracle 7 internal 
architecture are designed to provide high avatlobi lity, maximum throughput, security and 
efficient use of its host's resource. Al though all these features arc important archi tecture for 
a database server, Ornclc 7 also contains the fo llowing language-based features that 
accelerate development und improve the pcrfbrrnancc of server side application 
components. 
I . Pl JSQI. language 
A mnJor component of the Ornclc 7 server 1s its PUSQL (Pmccdurol 
l.unguuge/St1uctu1 cd Qm:1 l.1111g1111gc) pmccssing PIJS()I. 1!- Ornclc' c; fou nh 
ucnc111tt0n lnnguugc (4(il.) thnt tncorporutcs structured procc<.lurnl langungc 
d cmcnb with the SQI. l11nH11nuc PIJS()I. 1s designed specifically for client or 
set ct processing 111 thnt 11 cnnhlcs 11 PIJSQI. program block containing applicat1on 
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logic as well as SQL statements to he submitted to the . er\ler with n single request. 
PUSQL significantly reduce the amount of proces. ing required by the client portiQn 
of an application and network traffic required to execute the logic. PU QL is 
extremely fl exible because the language used by client is interchangeable with that 
used by the server. 
2. Stored procedures 
Although version 6 of Oracle supported server-based PUSQL, Oracle 7 
provides the capabil ity to store PUSQL blocks as database objects in the form of 
stored procedures, functions and database packages. Calling a stored procedures 
from a client application generate minimal network traffic. Stored procedures 
provide a convenient and effective security mechanism. 
3. Database triggers 
Database triggers resemble stored procedures in that they arc database-
resident PUSQL blocks. The different between the two is that triggers arc fired 
automatically by the RDBMS kernel in response to a commit time event (such as an 
insert, update or delete operation). Database triggers greatly reduce the amount of 
code and processing that is necessary in the client portion o f an application. 
4 De I · · · 
· c arat1ve integrity 
Constraints arc enforced by the server whenever the records arc inserted, 
Updated or deleted. In addit ion to using referent ial integri ty constramts that primary 
or foreign key relationship, define constraints 10 control the value domains of 
individual columns wi thin a table. Sever-enforced mtcgrity reduces some of the 
code required for alidation by the cl ient and also increases the robustness of the 
business model defined w1thm the database. With constramt, you can often 1mpro\c 
perfonnance nnd provide the fl exibility to support multiple front-cn<l mtcrfaccs 
5
· User defined functions 
Pl /SQI. blocks in 11ser-dcti 11ed functions User-defi ned functions nrc s11n1lnr 
to stored procedures nnd nlso reduce the nmount of' 11ppltcut1on code in the client 
Portion of un uppltcnt1on Not only these functions from PIJSQL, hut 1t can extend 
the set of stnndn1d Ornch.: SQL functions. 
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2.SJ Microsoft SQL 7.0 (26( 
Microsoft SQL server (MSSQI .) is multi-user rclntionnl dntnbnse management 
5YStem (DBMS) that runs on the Microsoft Windows NT operating s . tern. The QL server 
driver enables application to access data in Microsoft SQL server databases through the 
oPen database connectivity (ODBC) interface. Structured Query Language (SQL) is used to 
ICcess data in a SQL server database. All the client workstations communicate with SQL 
SCrver across a network, such as a Windows NT server, Novell , TCP/lP network and etc. 
l.SJ.J Benefit of MSSQL 
' Ease of mstallatwn. deployment and use 
SQL server includes a set of administrative and development tools that 
improve our abil ity to install , deploy, manage and use SQL server across several 
sites. 
' Sca/ah tlt1y 
The same database engine can be used across platfonns ranging from laptop 
computers nmning Microsoft Windows 95/98 to Jorge, multiprocessor 
' Data warelum.,·mg 
' 
SQL server includes tools for extracting and analyzmg summary data for 
Online analytical processmg (OLAP) It also includes tools for v1suall designing 
datnhuscs und unul 11ng unto usmg Engli ·h-huscd questions 
Systc1111111t•)!.t"'''·' with other ,\'t•rv1•r M>/lwur1· 
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SQL server integrates with e-mail , the Internet, and Window~. 
2
•
9 Universal data access (291 
Microsoft Universal Data Access is a platform for developing multi-tier enterprise 
apPlications that access diverse relational or non-relational data sources across intranets 
or the Internet. Universal Data Access consists of a collection of software components 
that interact with each other using a common set of system-level interfaces defined by 
0LEDB 
OLE DB is a Microsoft system-level programming interface to diverse data 
~llrces . OLE DB specifies a set of Microsoft Component Object Model (COM) 
interfaces that contain database management system services. These interfaces enable 
You to create software components that implement the Universal Data Access platfonn . 
Universal Data Access components consist of: 
' Data providers, which contain and expose data 
' Consumers, which use data 
' Services, which process and transform data 
0111st . 
ration below depicts the structure or a universal datu access plutform. Un
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Figure 2.11 um versa/ data access platform 
Universal Data Access is supported by two related data access technologies -
Activex Data Objects and Remote Data Service. 
2
·9.t ActiveX Data Objects 
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) is the applicat ion-level programming interface thnt 
allows you to write applications that access data from OLE DB data sources, including 
ODsc data sources. It is based on Automation. When using ADO with Active Server 
Pages, all data access and manipulation is done on the server. 
2
·
9
·1 .1 ADO architecture 
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ADO provides a layer between your Active Server Page and th~ underlying 
database. To work with a database, you write code that sets properties nnd invokes 
rnethods of ADO objects. 
ADO communicates with databases using OLE DB. OLE DB can access both 
SQL and non-SQL databases or data sources. If a database vendor supplies an OLE DB 
Provider for ODBC, ADO uses the Provider to communicate with the database. If a 
database vendor supplies an OLE DB Provider, ADO communicates directly with the 
database. The Provider for ODBC is the default. 
The following illustration shows how ADO communicates with databases. 
ActNeX Data Objects 
OLE DB 
Provide. 
f0<0DBC 
ODBC 
OLE DB 
Pro1110ef 
Figure 2. 12 Fu net ionailty of A DO 
2
·9.t.2 ADO object model 
ADO is made up of three top-level objects: the Connection, Command, and 
ltecordset objects. Each of these objects is created und destroyed independently of one 
another 
The following illustrution shows the relationship among these objects. 
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Figure 2. 13 ADO 's ob1ects 
&2nnection 
The Connection object encapsulates the OLE DB Data Source and Session 
objects. It represents a single session with the data source. The Connection object: 
• Defines properties of the connection. 
• Assigns the scope of local transactions. 
• Provides a central location for retrieving errors. 
• Provides a point for executing queries. 
~ 
The Command object encapsulates the OLE DB Command object. The Command 
Object: 
• Specifies the data-definition or data-manipulation statement to be executed. 
In the case of a rclutionul provider, this is un SQL statement. 
• Allows you to specify parameters und customize the behavior of the 
statement to be executed. A collection of Purnmctcr objects expose~ the 
parnmcters. 
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• Contains a collection of Parameter objects used for pnmmch.!rl/t'd qucric$ or 
stored-procedure arguments. 
&cord set 
The ADO Recordset object encapsulates the OLE DB RO\ set object. The 
Recordset object is the actual interface to the data, whether it is the result of a query or 
was generated in a different manner. The Recordset object: 
• Provides cont rol over the locking mechanism used. 
• Specifies the type of cursor to be used. 
• Specifies the number of rows to access at a time. 
The Recordset object exposes a collection of Field objects that contain 
information about the columns in the recordset (such as name, type, length, and 
Precision) as well us the actual data values themselves. 
Use the Recordset object to navigate through records and change data (assuming 
that the underlying provider can be updated). 
l.9.2 Remote Data Service 
. Remote Data Service (RDS) allows you to access data on a server und manipulate 
It on the client , reducing the number of round trips to the server. RDS extends ADO. 
Both ADO und RDS ure collections of M objects. They ure installed wi th the 
'Windows NT Option Puck us part of Microson Datu Access Components The 
CornPoncnts of RDS arc d1v1dcd mto cl1cnt-s1de components und 'crvcr-s1dc 
corn Poncnts, 
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2.9.2.1 Client-Side Components 
RDS client-side components run in an HTML document to provide dynamic data 
to the user. These components arc not visible in the l ITML document. Instead, they 
provide data from a rccordset in data-bound ActivcX controls that are visible. 'fhe 
following list descri bes the RDS client components. 
50 
• RDS. Data Control 
The ROS.OataControl object runs queries and makes the resulting 
recordsets available to the data-bound controls on an HTML document. You set 
properties for the object to identify the Web server, data source, and SQL 
statement to retrieve records. 
• RDS.DataSpacc 
The RDS.DataSpace object creates instances of business objects thnt 
reside on a Web server.You can write client-s ide script to use these objects to 
invoke instances of your own custom business objects on the Web server 
• ADOR. Record ct 
The RDS.DataSpuce objcct creates an ADOR.Rccordsct objcct when it 
retrieves records. This type of rccordset object is simi lar to the ADO Rccordsct 
object, but doc not include all of the same foaturcs Because 11 includes fewer 
features, it is smaller and con download quick ly. 
2
·9.2.2 erver-Side Components 
The server-side components of RDS mclude the IU>SScrvcr. UnhtFn(·tory ohJcct 
• RDSSer er Dut11Fuctm 
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The RDSServer.OataFactory object is a business ohjt!et that has b~cn 
implemented as a COM server component. This is the ddoult ohj~l: t u~e\\ hy the 
RDS.DataControl object to run queries. 
2.9.2.J How RDS Displays a Recordset 
SI 
The following list outlines the sequence of events that occurs when RDS displays 
a recordset. 
I. User submits a query on an I ITML document. 
2. The client-side script assigns the query to the RD .DataControl object and calls 
the Refresh method. 
3. The ROS.DataControl object submits the query by using I ITrP to the Web 
server. 
4. RDS routes the query to the RD Scrver.OataFactory object, which runs the 
query against the data source. 
5
. Resulting recordset is sent back to the ROS.DutaControl object by using I ITTP 
6
· The data-bound controls on the I ITML document display records from the 
record set. 
7
. The recordset is cached on the client side. 
8
· When a user moves through the rccordsct, the cont rols display the data wHhout 
making another trip to the Web server 
l.9.J Microsoft Data Access Components 
The Microsoft Data Access Components (MDA ') is the key tcchnol og1e~ that 
enable Uni ersul Dntu Acce~s MDAC I ~ mcludc~ the lnte~t c 1 ~ 1on~ of the foll<m mg 
cornPOnents 
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• ActiveX Data Objects (which includes Remote Datn Service) 
' OLE DB Provider for 0 0 13C 
• ODBC Driver Manager 
• Updated ODOC drivers for Microsoft SQL Server, Micro.on Access and Oracle 
2.10 Web Security 
52 
The most important factor that delays the Internet adoption is concerned with the 
seeunty. Herc, security includes hacker incidents, computer viruses, online theft and the 
breaking of encryption schemas. The growing trend towards connecting WWW servers 
With corporate databases raises crit ical security concerns. 
2
·
10.J Authentication 
Authentication is, in computers as elsewhere, based on trust and always relics on the 
Concept of an "authority in common". It is the most important component of any securi ty 
SJ'stern because the trust cannot be established without it. 
As in computing, it is not theft secure where anyone can just attempt to logm to a 
Cornputer system. The most common authentication mechanism is a password login, in 
Wh' lch only the authorized users know the key. I lowever. although this seems to be a secure 
S>'stern, but due to some unethical behaviors of humans lead to its quality degradation. 
2.10 2 E . 
· ncryphon 
Encryption is the process that converts pluin text or data mto unintell ig1ble fonn by 
lllcans Of a reversible mathcmntical computot1on. which 1t prevent~ unouthon1ed users from 
ftad· 
'Ilg infonnntion not intended for thc111. l ~nc r ypt ion schemes scrurnhle data so that 
caveSd 
roppcrs cunnot em~i l decipher dntn com m11111cuted between I\ o part ies It 1 ~ 
~ · 
rticuturty useful when send111 g c-1n11 il or posting u document thut '" pn ntc and/or 
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confidential. Encryption also protects data in transit from tampering. One· two pmtics nm 
authenticated, both the client and the server cnn encrypt datn trnnsmitt ' i h otw\!\.' tl tht!m. \n 
all cases, encryption requires making a section of the authorized user's punlir key. 
The American National Standards Institute has endorsed a process called the Data 
Encryption Standards (DES), a standardized public key by which senders and receivers can 
scramble and unscramble their messages. Although the DES code is well known, and 
breakable even with a personal computer, companies still use it because the method makes 
it quite expensive to intercept coded messages. Thus interlopers are forces to use other 
methods of gathering data methods that carry greater risk of detection. [9] 
Encryption is an important tool in computer security. User must understand that 
encryption docs not solve all computer security is not used properly~ it may have some side 
effect o the performance of the entire system. 1 lowever, it is important to know the 
situations in which encryption is useful and to use it cfTectively. 
2
·10.J SSL (Secure Socket Layer) 
The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol was developed by Netscape 
Communications to provide a secure communications channel between a browser an<l 
server. All information passed back and forth is encrypted to ensure that no one, bornng 
Perhaps a major spy agcnc , can intercept it. SSL is now supported by all major browser. 
llld is the generally accepted means of providing secure commerce on the net. 
• 
• 
• 
SSL pro ides . 
Server authentication, which allows any SSL-compatible client to verify the idcntiry 
of the server using a certificate nnd o digatal signature . 
Data encryption, which ensures the privacy of client-server communications b 
encrypting the dota stream between the two ent1t1cs: 
and data 111tegnt , ' h1ch critics that the contents of n messugc nrn c at their 
tlcst111at1on 111 the :-.ame fm mu:-: the 1 wc1c sent 
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SSL relies on the concept of a secure channd . This chnnnd gunmntccs 
confidentiality in that all messages that pass over it arc option111\y cnc~11tc :i. SSL docs not 
encrypt any information stored on either the client or server. SSL intcgmtes security 
beneath application protocols such as HTl'P, NNTP, nnd Telnet. ~ SL provides n security 
~handshake" to initiate a TCP/IP connection, resulting in the client and server agreeing to 
the security level used, and fulfilling any Digital ID authentication requirements for the 
connection. 
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Chapter 3: System Analysis 
3.J Jntroduction 
System analysis is the most important phase in software development life cycle. It is 
the process of defining a problem, gathering pertinent information. developing alternative 
SOiution and choosing among those solutions. This phase in olves all the activities 
necessary to determine and gain the requirement of the system. The methods that I used to 
&ain the information arc: 
• Feasibi lity study~ gathering the information by reading references books, journals, 
web sites and user guides that arc relevant to project. 
• Interview the staff at the FSKTM office to get the information about how the 
existing system works. (I low the students result insert into the database) 
' Interview the some academic advisor to get their opinion about the existing system 
and what is the their expectation for the new system. 
' Observed the procedures of students during the registration week . ( I low they meet 
their academic advisor) 
' Surf the Internet and tried to find the similar system. 
3
•
2 Current System 
In existing system, the student needs to bn ng along their result slip to show to the 
lec1 
urer. The academic ad isor cannot sign the reg1strnt10n form , 1f the student cannot show 
the result slip. 
Secondly, the student also cannot dctcrn11nc lhut whether the personal curricular 
~as free or not They ' 111 onl ~no' thnl while the rcoch thc11 personal cumculnr room 
For' 
nstancc, when the pcrsonnl curncul111 ' ns go111g 0 111 station and he/she hud no time to 
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come back to their room to leave message at the door. So the student. ' luch dnl'S not lnow 
about that, will keep going to the personal curricular room. 
Thirdly, the personal curricular wi ll read the exam slip ' hile the student comes to 
meet them. They have too little time to understand the student problem and the weakness of 
their studies. They can only check whether the student registers over credit or have they 
taken the prerequisite subject. 
3.J Requirement analysis 
A requirement is a feature of the system or a description of what the system is going 
to focus in order to achieve the goals of the system. Requirements are divided into two 
categories: functional and non-functional requirements. The purposes to determine the 
req . 
uirement of the software-based system arc: 
• Enable the system engineer to specify software clements, establishes design 
constraint that the software must meet. 
• /\ complete understanding of software requirements is essential to the success of a 
software development effort. 
• To tell the designers what functionality and characteristics the resultant system is to 
have. 
l.J.1 Functional requirement 
Requirements analysis covers the area of functional and non-functional 
req . 
Utrements of the Academics Advisor System. The functional requirements probably can 
be divided into three sections, which urc administrator section. academic advisor cct1on 
~ students/visitor ·ection Each of the section wi lt have its own module thnt performs 
differ. · 
cnt f unct1on und task 
3,3 11 Ad . . 
· · numstnttor 
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• Change Password Module 
This module allows the administrator to chongc pnssw0rd for $ecurity 
purpose. An authentication and authorizntion process is \itnl to AAS to en$ure that 
only the authorized user is able to access into the system. The administrator has to 
key in old password to ensure that a valid user is making changes. The system will 
verify the old password. If the password is match with the password inside the 
database, the password wi ll be change. Else the system will prompt you a message 
to telling you that the password is invalid and the procedure wi ll aborted. 
• Admin Account Module 
In this module, the administrator wi ll create other administrator account for 
AAS. Administrator account can be created or deleted but not update because the 
information in this table is only login purpose. The particular of the administrator 
are very limit. 
• Academic Advisor l'roflle Module 
In this module, the administrator will create the academic advisor account 
for using AAS. All academic advisors wi ll be given u uscmume nnd password. 
Information such as name and e-mail address is required. All the particular of the 
academic advisor wi ll be stored in academic advisor module. Administrator is al o 
allowed to edit or maintain the academic advisor account to make sure that the all 
the information is updated. 
• s tude111 Account Module 
In th is module, the administrator cun only reset the student account and all 
the student profile will be retrieve from the master dntobnse from the I. This 
function is preventing some student try to register student uccount for nther student 
If the know other student mutrik mnnhcr 1111d IC number oc; well 
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• Student List Module 
This module will he managing the students h assign th~m to n particular 
advisor. This makes the advisor manage their student. more effecti\'ely. The 
administrator also allows the update the student list under a pnn icular advisor. 
• AAS Forum 
This module will be used to managing the /\AS forum by deleting the 
message that arc not needed or stored in the database for a long time ago. 
Administrator needs to make sure that the AAS forum will not over capacity 
3J.1.2 Academic Advisor 
• Change Password Module 
f-or a security reason, the academic advisor can change their password, when 
even they think that arc necessary. An authentication and authorization process 1s 
vital to AAS to ensure that only the authorized user is able to access into the system. 
The academic advisor need 10 key in both the new password and the old password. 
The system will veri fy the old password. If the password is match with the 
password inside the database, the password wi ll be change Else the system wi ll 
prompt you a message to telling you that the password is invalid and the procedure 
wi 11 aborted. 
• View ,\'tudent Result 
In th is module, the academic advisor is allowed to view the student 
infonnution that is under their supervision. What they need to do i JU t click the 
link for a particular record ut their table. Every purticular record 1s one student 
record that stored the student prolile und their result The record cnn be IC\ tn 
several way depend on the dec1:mm or the acmlcm1c advisor 
• AlaA111>!. (1/1/IUllllC't ' /l/('I// 1111/w WC'h ,\//('.\ 
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The academic advisor is allowed to making unnounccmcnt nt the wch ~itcs 
and the student can go to rend th is announcement after they login to the syst~m. The 
academic advisor can edit their announcement and delete the particular 
announcement. 
• Forum ser vice 
This service will let the students and the academic advisor interact at the 
Internet environment. This advance feature wi ll let the students and their academic 
advisor discuss about the problem that they had encountered. Problems can be 
solved more easily and faster because the discussion sectjon can be held online, 
which mean anywhere any time as long as there is an internet connection. 
l.J.J.3 Students 
• Change password module 
The students' user name and password arc save in the student account and 
this particular will be used in the login section. As the reason of security the 
students arc also allow to change the password, when they think that ure necessary. 
• View 1/ze previous res11/1 
The student can view their previous result in this system. This is an 
alternative way for the students get their result in the result slip. The student can 
choose the style of the data presented. 
• l?ead the ocudem1c advisor rmmm11ceme111 
The student cun uccess the infonnution thut their academic advisor had been 
made. This help the students cun the latest 111formut1on from their ncadcm1c advisor 
Su the students can nlwu s loi.;111 to the system umJ rend the unnouncemcnt that had 
been mndc b their 11cndcm1c nd 1sor 
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• Forum service 
This service is a tool that allows the student nnd their lll'tu.kmir ndvisor 
discussing some issue on line. The student will h ' more c01wenience to 
communicate with their academic advisor nt nny time nnd nnywhcr~ ns long as there 
is an Internet connection. 
l.J.2 Non-Functional requirements 
A non-functional or constraint describes a restriction of the system that limits our 
choice for constructing a solution to problem. These requirements are very subjective but 
are as important as the functional requirements. 
lJ.2.1 Inter-operability 
Applications and computers from different suppl iers wi ll have the capability to 
Work together on a network and to connect to each other, share data and processes as 
appropriate. By having integration among the application and system, data that stored in o 
Particular database is more consistent and can avoid the redundancy of the data. 
l.J.2.2 Reliability 
A system is said to have reliability if it docs not produce dangerous or costly 
failures. When it is used in a reasonable manner, that is in u manner that a typical user 
exPects is normal. This definition recognizes that a system may not always be used in the 
Ways that designer expects. So \ c need to consider the unexpected situation and tncd to 
find a solut ion or apply error-handling procedures to u particular situation. 
3
.
3
.2.3 Accurncy 
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Accuracy refers to the precision of compututions and contml. Th~ imu:cumtc data 
can cause a fai lure to the system. This wi ll affect the usubilit of the syst~m . AAS provides 
various accuracy measures. For instance, sign up page is able to climinntc duplicate records 
such as user name and password, therefore always maintaining nn nccnrntc database. 
3J.2.4 Maintainability and expandability 
Maintainability may be defined quantitatively as the ease with which software can 
be understood, corrected, adapted and enhanced. Maintainability is the degree to which 
architectural data or procedural design can extend. AAS is design to be expandable in 
future. 
3
.3.2.S Robustness 
The application system shall be able to handle or at least avoid disaster in faci ng 
any unexpected situation and data. 
3
·3.2.6 Security 
The security features huilt in prevents unauthori~ed access into the full -text of the 
.\t\s, user must log in w1th correct user name and puss word in order to access the f ull-tcxt 
of the AAS. Authorized user can change their password desired. llusicully, this system will 
be Protected in 3 luycrs security. They arc web application security (login page), web crver 
security (HS security) and web server opcruttng system security (Wmdows 2000) 
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3.4 Methodology 
3
.4.t Introduction 
alelll llMI 
• SottwMe • Secwe 
aocoonldty communlc<ltloos 
• User Identity 
Figure 3. 1 Security Issue of a Web Application 
Many process models are described in the software engineering literature. Some arc 
Prescriptions for the way software development should progress, and others arc descriptions 
of the way software development is done in actuality. In theory, two kinds of models 
should be similar or the same, but in practice, they are not. Building a process model nnd 
discussing its sub processes help the team understand this gap between what should be and 
What is. 
There are several other reasons for modeling a process: 
• It forms u common understanding of the activities, resources and constraints 
involved in the software development. 
• It helps the development team find the inconsistencies, redundancies, and omissions 
in the process and in its constituent part. 
• The model should be reflecting the goals of development. 
• Every process should be tailored for the special situation in which it will be used 
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3.4.2 Waterfall Model 
Requirements 
Analysis 
System 
Design 
Program 
Design 
~ Implementation 
.... 
~ nit & Integration Testing 
L • ystcm Testing 
-
... 
flg11re 3.2 Water/11/I model 
Acceptance 
Testing 
Opcrntion & 
.. Maintenance ,... 
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I wi ll use the waterfall model to develop my system. llh1~tmt~d in figure 3.1. when: 
the stage are depicted as cascading from one to another. As the figur~ implies, one 
development stage should be completed before the next begins. Thl!re SC\ cml benefit for 
choosing waterfall model, they arc: 
• Its paradigm provides a systematic, sequential approach to software de\lelopment 
that begins at analysis phases and progress through design. implementation and 
testing. 
• From the historical point of view, it is widely adopted. Its practically and efficiently 
have been fully proven. 
• The waterfall model presents a very high-level view of what goes on during 
development, it suggests to developers the sequence of events they should expect to 
encounter. 
• The waterfall model is the most basic model of software process model. This makes 
it very easy to learn and use. Besides, more complex models arc really just 
embell ishments of the waterfall model, incorporating feedback loops and extra 
activities. 
Ph llse I: Neqwrement a11alys1s and deflm110n 
The fi rst step in any development process is finding out whot the customer ' ants 
and documenting the requirements. Analysis is the process of breaking things into their 
com P<>nent parts so that we can understand them better. 
i>hu.\'c 2: System des1g 11 
Once the requirements arc known und documented, we started to generate a systcm-
lcveJ description of whnt the system is to do. ln this stage, we also design the outline of the 
5Ystern and match the functionality of the system wi th the requirement that we had defined 
at the 1. ear 1cr stugc 
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At this stage, we will start to design how to write the code bns~d l) I\ the systom 
design. The system design provides us the infonnntion nbout whm i!' the functionality. So 
we can design the code that match to this functionality. 
Phase 4: Implementation 
This is the stage that we generate our code and following what we had designed at 
the earlier stage. At the end of the stage, the system wi ll be completed. But the reliability of 
the system is not tested yet. 
Phase 5: Unit and integratwn testing 
The system, which can be define as group functionality need to test in unit and also 
integration of all the functionality. This is necessary because we need to make sure that the 
functionality works properly and according to specification. 
Pha··e 6 · ~ · 
" .. iystem test mg 
The purpose of this testing is make sure that the final product arc match with the 
requirements of the customer. The requirements that we collected at the beginning of the 
Stages are once again call out to compare with the final product. 
Phase 7: System delivery 
This is the stage where we sent our fi nal product to the customer and teaching the 
CUstorner to use our system ma proper way. 
f>hu11 8 
· e : Ma111tena11ce 
for many sollwarc systems, acceptance by the customer docs not mean the end of 
the developer' s job. If fo ults arc discovered oiler the system has been accepted, o 
maintenance team need to fi xes them. 
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3.5 System architecture 
The architecture that I choose is three-tier clicnVscrvcr model. The two-tier 
client/server model is simply not fl exible or powcrf ul (scalable) enough to handle many 
larger applications. Maintaining a dialog between each client workstation and the 
central database server can result in high net\' ork traffic and poor performance, for 
example when many users try to do simultaneous access to a database. 
Three-tier client server applications help address these issues by putting another 
layer between the users and the database - the application server. This type of central 
application service can manage network traffic and database server loads more 
efficiently. 
Typically, the appl ication layer handles most of the business services, and may be 
nnplemented on its own server computer, separate from the database. One of the main 
advantages of a threl!-tier architecture is the abi lity to extract the business logic from 
the user and data tiers and into the middle tier, where it is easier to maintain. 
3
.6 Technology Consideration 
3
·
6
·1 Programming language 
l.6.1.1 Why Choosing Active ervcr Pages (ASP) 
. ASP provides an extensive server-side platform supporting compile-free, languagc-
lll<Jependent scripts and ActivcX components. ASP file is JUSt the same as an I ITML file. It 
COntains text, 1 ITMI. tags and scripts. The script in an ASP tile is executed on the server 
illd the ASP fil e hus the tile extension " .nsp'' ·1 he reasons or choosing Active Server Pages 
are: 
• Dynum1cull edit, change or udd an content or 11 wch pn~c 
• Response to user que11cs 0 1 dntll s11hm1ttl!d !'mm 1 ITML forms 
• Acccs'\ on dntnhuscs und 1 c ll1111 the 1 cs ult' to u hrow-:e1 
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• Customize a web page to make it more useful for individual us·~. 
• Simplicity and speed. 
• Clever ASP programming can minimize the network traffic. 
3.6.1.2 Why Choosing VBScript 
VBScri pt acts as both a client-side and server-side programming language. A client-
side language is a language that can be interpreted and executed by a browser. On the other 
hand, a server-side proi:,rramming is a language that executes on the server with a Web site's 
files. The reasons of choosing VBScript are: 
• The advantage of client-side programming language is that browser does all the 
work. This places fewer burdens on the server. 
• The advantage of using VOScript, as a server-side programming language is that the 
scripts work regardless of the browser being used. 
• VBScript can be integrated or incorporated into Visual lntcrDev application, 
especially in a process form, which means it can be used as a common scripting 
language for combination web applications 
3
·
6
·2 Database 
3
·6.2.t Why Choosing Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft SQL server (MSSQL) is multi-user relational database management 
S}'stem (DBMS) that runs on the Microson Windows NT operating system. The SQL server 
driver enables application to access data in Microsoft SQL server databases through the 
0
Pen database connectivity (ODBC) intcrfncc. The rcusons of choosing SOL 7.0 arc· 
• Ease of installation, deployment and use. 
• Scnlnb1l ity nnd supported by Microson Windows 95/98 to lurgc 
• System 111tegmtion with other server sotlwnrc For ino;tancc. cmuil. Internet and 
W1ndm s 
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3.6.J Programming Tool 
3.6.3.J Why Choosing Microsoft Visual lntcrDev 6.0 
Microsoft Visual IntcrDev provides a rapid. visual de dopmcnt environment for 
building ASP. Visual IntcrDev also can easily integrate ActivcX . en•er components written 
in Visual Ji+, VB, Visual FoxPro and Visual C 1 1 . Using Visual lnterDev with ActiveX 
server component, a developer can easily create multi-tier web applications. ActiveX server 
COtnponents provide a convenient and efTective way to tight integrate a web application 
With existing Internet system. The reasons of choosing Visual lnterDev 6.0 are: 
• Provides a rapid and visual development environment for building ASP. 
• Can easily integrate with ActiveX server component. 
• Include a variety of development features for integrating client-server and web 
technologies. 
3
.6.4 System Platform 
3
.6.4.1 Why Choosing Microsoft Windows 2000 
Windows 2000 Server is a multipurpose, entry-level server operating system that 
can used to pro ide the network users with file, print, application. or weh services 
Windows 2000 Server provides a well-integrated package containing the application 
development environment, security, and scalabil ity. The reasons of choosing Microsoft 
w· lndows 2000 are: 
• Windows 2000 is used for businesses becuuse it hus o high level of stability and 
security. 
• Cut cost with improved management system for networks, servers and Windows 
desktops 
• Share sclt::cted information without comprnm1smg confidentml data. 
• Expand the net\ ork en 1ronment us the uppltcutmn needs evolve 
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3.6.5 Web Server Software 
3.6.5.1 Why Choosing Internet Information Server (llS) 
Microsoft llS is built into the Microsoft Windows :woo Sen1er operating system. It 
was designed to deliver a wide range of intmnets nnd the Internet . cn·er capabilities for 
corporate. IIS can be used alone as weh server, or in conjunction with compatible 
technologies to set up Internet commerce, to access and manipulate data from a variety of 
data source, and to build web applications that take advantages of server script and 
component code to deliver client-server functionality. The reasons of choosing 11S are: 
• Enable to generate dynamic Web pages with HTML templates. 
• Provides an easy information searching on the web. 
• Provides the facil ities to capture specific user information. 
• Enable to analyze server log files and site contents. 
• Implement security at the web server layer. 
• Includes its own Internet Services /\Pl. 
3
•
7 Run-time requirement 
l.7.t Server hardware requirement 
ihe server computer requirement arc: 
• A server with at least Pentium 166 Mhz processor. 
• At least 32 MB RAM 
• Network Interface Card (N IC) and network connection wi th recommended 
bandwidth at I 0 Mbps or more. 
• Other standard computer peripherals 
l,7 2 s f . 
· ervcr so twarc rcc1mrcmcnt 
~o h Ost and run the s stem, the scrvc1 computc1 ncc<.I" to have suppon1ng soOwnrc 
"%tiled 
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• Windows 2000 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or above 
• SQL 7 server 
3.7.J Client hardware requirements 
The client hardware requirements arc quite minimal as it has reasonable amount of 
RAM. The recommended of RAM is 16 MB. 
3.7.4 Client software requirements 
The client software requirements fa ll on the browser used by users. It requires a 
system that can run Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or above or any other browser that 
support VB script. 
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Chapter 4: System Ocsii:n 
4.1 Jntroduction 
System design is a critical part for the whole project. So, good design is the key to 
successful software project. This is the stage in the system development process where the 
requirements for the system arc translated into the system characteristics. There are many 
stages in the design process as follow: 
• Database Design 
The data structures used in the system implementation are designed in detail 
and specified. ln a relational database, a table or relation is a collection of unique 
instances of simi lar data. 
• Process design 
Structured design is a process oriented for breaking up a large program into 
hierarchy chart of modules that result in a computer program, which is easier to 
implement and maintain. 
• User Interface design 
Services arc allocated to difTercnt components of the system and the 
interfaces of these components arc designed. This enable user interacts with the 
system. 
4
·
2 Database design 
The dutuhusc thnt will he use 111 this system 1s SOL 7. Tlu.: rc ure 10 main tublcs lfl 
the 5Ystcn1 The nrc Admm info. Adv1 info, Stud mfo. Adv1 l.1~ t . Stud Result , P GK . 
Cours I 
· c .1st Announcenu.:nt , M11111 Msg nnd Reply Msg. 
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4.2.t Admin info table 
This table only contains 4 columns and they Id, Nnmc. Uscmame and Password. 
The main purpose of this table is store the infonnation for administrator authentication. 
----Column 
r--.._ 
Data type Length Allow null Description 
Id Int 4 Not To indicate a particular administrator 
i---. 
Name Varchar 100 Not The Administrator' s full name 
r--._ 
Username Varchar 50 Not Login name used by advisor 
r--.. 
Password Varchar 20 Not To ensure the user identity 
1'ah/e ./. I Admin mj(> table 
4
.2.2 Advi info table 
This table consists by the academic advisor details and some fields that use to build 
the relationship with other tables. 
Column Data type Length Allow Description 
null 
Advi Id ---Int 4 Not To indicate a particular advisor 
Ad · Vt 'Name Varchar 100 Not The advisor' s full name 
llser 'Name Varchar 100 Not Login name used by advisor 
Password Varchar 50 Not To ensure the user identity 
Announce -Int 4 Not Number announcemt.:nts made b ad 1sor 
limit Stud Int 4 Not Maximum student con be n nssign 
Stud Num Int 4 Not Numbt.:r of students in the student list 
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Tahle ./.2 Advi 11!/i> tahl<' 
4.2.3 Stud_info table 
This table consists by the students' details and their uscr id and password. 
-Column -- -- --Data Length Allow Description 
type null 
r--... 
User Name -Yarchar JOO Not Login name used by the student 
Password Varchar 50 Not To ensure the user identity 
---Stud Name - -Varchar 100 Not The student 's fu ll name 
----Stud Matric -Yarchar 50 Not The student's matric number 
----Depanment ---Yarchar 100 Not The student's Department 
r-:--. 
IC No -- - -- - -- - -Yarchar 12 Not The student 's email address 
~ 
Registered - -
,_ 
- - -Yarchar 10 Not Indicate whether the student arc registered 
~ 
or not 
Assigned - -- - --Yarchar 10 Not Indicate whether the student has hecn assign 
~ to any advisor Year -- - - -Int 4 Not Indicate the student 's years studies nt 
FSCIT 
Tahle ./.3 Stud 11!(<> tah!C' 
4
·
2
·4 Stud_Result table 
This is a tuhle thut stored student result Actually, tlus 1s a dumm tnblc for the 
system. The uctuul dn tn as stmc<l the.: cuncnt s stem, Student Information S c;tcm (SIS) 
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-
Column -Data type Length Allow null Dc~u·ri pt ion 
-
Stud Matric -- - - - .;-..:-= Varchar 10 Not The student's nrntric numb~r 
-
Course Code -
~ 
-- -
-
Varchar 10 Not The co Jc.: for n particular cours~ --
-Semester - -- -- -Int 4 Not The period of the course taken 
-Sessi - -- - - -- -- -Int 10 Not The sc. s1 of the course taken 
-Status -- - -- --Int 4 Not Indicate how many times had been taken 
-Grade Varchar 10 Not The grade of the course 
'/'ahle -1.-1 Stud result tahle 
4
.2.s Course List table 
This table had the information of all the course in our faculty. 
Column Dnht type LcnJ.:th Allow null Oescription 
Course Code Varchar 10 Not The code of a panicular course 
Course Name Vurchar 100 Not The numc of the particular course 
Credit hour Int 4 Not Indicate the credit hour for the course 
--· 
'/'uhle -1.5 ( 'our.,·e !tst tohle 
4
·2.6 PNG K table 
This table basicully is a tublc that stored the PNG and the PNGK for the student and 
W11J be 
upgrade nncr one semester. 
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-Column Oata type Length Allow null - -D<-Sl·ription 
-
- -Stud Matric Yarchar JO Not The student 's mntric number --
-Scssi --Yarchar 
-Semester --Int 
-PNG Float 
--PNGK -- -Float 
4
.2.1 Advi_List table 
10 
4 
8 
8 
Not 
- Not 
- Not 
- Not 
--
--
The scssi for the PNG nnd PNGK 
The semester for the PNG and PNGK 
PNG for the student 's 
PNGK for the student 's 
'/'ahle -I. 6 J> NGK table 
This table contains 2 columns and they arc Stud Matric and Advi Name. The main 
Purpose of this table is builds a relationship between the academic advisor with their 
student. 
Coturnn -Data type Length Allow null Description 
Stud Matric Yarchar JO Not The student 's matric number 
-
Varchar 100 Not The advisor's Name 
/'ahle -I. 7 Aclv1 /,/\ / l<lhh• 
4
·
2
·8 Announcement h•blc 
This tohlc c.:ont111ns 5 columns und the 1uc Id, Adv1 Nnme, Dute, 'J 1t lc and ontent 
in· 18 tnblc let the nd 1sor to mukmg 111rnm111t.:cmcnt to d1spl 11 1t to the -..tudcnt 
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Column Data type Length Allow null Dc~t·ription 
Id Int 4 Not The Id for th ' l\l\lll)tmccmtmt 
Advi Name Varchar 100 Not The name of the ad\'isor that made 
U IHlOUtlCetlh!Ht 
Date Date Time 8 Not Date of the announcement that been 
made. 
Tilt le Varchar 100 Not Title of the announcement 
Content Varchar 500 Not The content of the anouncement 
Tahle .J.R Announcement tahle 
4.2.9 Main_Msg table 
This table contains 6 columns and they arc Msg Id, Author, Date, Title, Msg u11d 
reply. This table let the advisor and student to add a forum title . 
Data type Length Allow null Description 
-Int 4 Not The Id for the main message 
Varchnr 100 Not Tht! name of the Author that made 
message 
Date Date Time 8 Not Date of the message that been 1nade. 
Varchar 100 Not Title of the Message 
Varchar 500 Not The content of the Message 
Int 4 Not Total number of reply 
/'ahle ./. ') Ac/v1 /,t.\ I tahh: 
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4.2.10 Reply_Msg table 
This table contains 5 columns and they arc Reply Id, Msg ld, Author, Oat~ and 
Reply Msg. This table let the advisor and student to reply to the main messase from the 
Main_ Msg table. 
-Column - --Data type l .ength Allow null Description 
t--.._ 
Reply Id Int 4 Not The Id for the reply message 
r--._ 
Msg Id Int 4 Not Id for the main message that reply to 
r--._ 
Date --Date Time 8 Not Date of the message that been made 
r--_ 
Author Varchar 100 Not Author of the reply message 
~ 
Reply Msg - -- -Varchar 500 Not The content of the reply Message 
-- - -
'l'uhle ./.I 0 Adv1 /,1st ta hie 
4
.3 Process Design 
The system is structured into a number of principal sub-systems where a sub-system 
is an independent unit . Communication between sub-systems is identified. 
4
.3.t Structure chart 
Decomposing a system into a set of interacting sub-systems 1s an important phase. 
Structure chart is used to depict the high level extraction of a specified system The usage 
Of Structure chart is to describe the internet ion between independent sub-systems. 
AA is divided into three major components: Administrator section. academic 
advisor section and student section. The details of each is presented in the structure chart 
bcto\V: 
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I AAS 
-
,, 1r 1 r 
Administrator Academic Student 
advisor 
Figure ./. I Mam structure chart for AAS 
Adm inistrator 
r---._ 'r ... ., ., ., 
Academic Student login Change Delete Advisor list 
advisor login account password Forum dntnhnsc 
account Title 
Figure ./.2 Structure chart fi>r od1111111strotnr .H'l' /1011 
Academic 
advisor 
~ 
'' 
'r n· ' r 
View student Mnkr (' hnn~r 
result nnnounccmcnt puss word Forum 
...__ 
/ .'IJ!. lll'C' I. 3 ,\ 'trnC'/ 111·1• c'/l(lrf for 11c·wh•1111C' " ' " ' ' ·'",. .\c•c.·t 11111 
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I Student I 
-
1 r , ' , ' 0 
View their H.cad the Change 
result adv isor~' password Forum 
a n nou nee men t 
......___ 
Figure -1.-1 Structure chart for student sect um 
4
.J.2 Context d iagram 
Figure below show the context diagram for AA . 
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Administrator . Advisor list record 
Advisor list lnfo--<loo-/-
Username and password 
Rotriovocl mossnoo• 
Advisors 
S tudont rosull _. 
0 
Old and new password--~----------..1 Ann ouncement -
Username and password Advisor lnfo------...J 
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4J.J Data flow diagram 
Data flow diagrams (DFD) depict the broadest possible {Wcn1icw of system 
inputs, processes and outputs. It able to conceptualize hm the data moves through the 
organii.ation, the processes or transfonnution that the data undergoes, and what is the 
output. 
r--.._ 
Symbol 
--
-
-
r-__ 
---
... 
.....____ 
-
'-
.....__ 
l 
~ .. 
Meaning 
- - I. 
Entity 2. 
1. 
Flow of data 
2. 
I. 
Process 2. 
3. 
I 
Dutu store 2. 
3. 
Description 
Enti ty that c an send data or retrieve data from 
the system. 
Each entity 1s labeled with an appropriate 
name. 
-Shows move ment of the data from one point 
vi th the head of the ~1 rrow pointing 
data destination. 
to another, ' 
towards the 
Represents d ata about a person, place or thing 
be descri bed wi th noun . and it should 
- -Shows the occurrence of a transforming 
process. 
vork being performed within the Represents ' 
system. 
It must be g iven a umquc 1dcnti fy111g number 
s level with in the diagram . indicating it 
1 manual store or computerized Represents 1 
fil e or dntublJ ISC 
It is describe d with noun 
It must olso 
1dc111ity 1t~ I 
give a unique reference number to 
evel 111 the diugram 
/ oh/1· 1.8 I)! .'/ ) hustc• ·'Y"'" 
'"·'' 
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2 .2 
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4.4 User interface Design 
Designing the User Interface Dcsibrn was proved ns nn un~osy tosk. Th~ desi!:,'11 
should impact the functionality of the application. All the grnphicnl object. and instructions 
displayed to the users must be clear and easily understood. 
Interfaces are designed with the fo llowing objectives in mind: 
I. Increase the speed of data entry and reduce error 
ii. Provide appropriate feedback to users from the system 
iii. Allow users to access the system in a way that is congruent with their 
individual's needs. 
The figure below shows the user interface of the AAS: 
-Miltlti*!&IQt!itiiBt!"4"''·liil"bim.p1m1.11J j Pit [<a Yi- l'M»... Took ~ 
l .. l I ... ~ L1l a1 I ~5-th :.iJl'-tK \JHlltxlry ~· J . ...J 
l~ l@l l't.'41:/ftocflwM/AAS/dJd •JO ::J (>Go , .,._, • 
----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
..._ 
........ 
FCSIT 
Acadmnic Ad~i,or S~st.cm 
Academic AdV1sor System u a aystcm which allow the students 
IUld thell" a.ccdcnuc advuor 11\lcract throU&h the internet enwonment 
The acadcnuc advuor can View the 1esuh of the 1tudent under their 
ruperw1on 1nu wlll helps the Rcgutrallon proceu and make the 
proccu more cUccllvc 
In the other lwld. 1tudent can 1110 uma lhu 1y11cm to check the 
cooen.t 1uult or prcYlous result AAS Fo1w:n. will proV1dc place 
where student can odtsna question or dnccuu some 11rue related 10 
the rc81Jlrabon 1y1tcm 
.:.I 
r.i: louil ....,_, 
ffo )hU111//kM•WMt/A... " r . iLt> 10 It.AM 
Ft>! lll'C ·I. I I /Imm.; f'">~" oj tlw AAS 
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Chapter 5: Implementation 
S.1 Introduction 
System implementation is a phase integrating the designed modules or functions 
to develop a system based on the given requirements. In order to achieve that, appropriate 
tools and languages arc needed to code the programs. A number of software was chosen 
in this case. This phase at times involves some modification to pre ious design. AAS was 
also developed using the bottom-up approach, which involves building the functions and 
Procedures and then high-level software modules. 
S.2 Development tool 
The overall tools used for the development of this project arc: 
i) Operating system: Windows 2000 Advance server 
ii) Web server: Internet Information Server 
iii) Database Development: SQL 7 
iv) Program coding: Server side scripting Active Server Pages (VB Script), 
Client Side Scripting (Java Script) 
v) Graphic creation: PhotoShop 5.5, Xnru JD 4 
vi) Browser: Internet Explorer 5.0 
vii) Web application development tool: Microson Visual lnterDev 6.0 
S.2.1 Operating System 
The system ure develop using W111dows 2000 advance server, because It was 
&Jleciat designed for web server operntmg system und support ll S. This makes the s stem 
ea · li•cr to test 
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5.2.2 Web Server 
Internet Information Server was used as the wch . crvcr to browse the system in 
the Internet Explorer 5.0. This is necessary because ' c need to view the result of the 
Coding as well during the implementation stage. 
5.2.J Database Development 
Microsoft SQL 7.0 was used during the entire program development. It was 
chosen because of the high capaci ty and case to use. I 0 tables were created for used by 
the system. Some of the tables have relationship with some other table and some arc not. 
S.2.4 Graphic Creation 
Photoshop 5.5 and Xara JD 4is used to create buttons and animution 1cxt. 
S.2.S Program Coding 
Active Server Pages is chosen as the server side scripting and VBScript is chosen 
as the scripting language. VBScript is chosen, as it 1s the default scripting language for 
ASP. ASP code is always inside the server scri pt delimiters: · % .... % ..... For client side 
SCriptang, Ja aScnpting is cho en, as 1t is more widely supported by majority bro' ser 
Hypertext Mari..up Language (I ITML) 1s ulso used. 
S.2.6 Browser 
AAS 1s best 1c\ cd with Internet l ~ :< pl ore r vc1sion S 0 
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5.2.7 Web Application Development Tools 
During the whole development of AAS. both Microsott Visual lnterDev 6.0 and 
Microsoft Front Page 2000 were used. Microsoft Visual lnterDcv was used most for ASP 
COding as it helps to di fTcrcntiatc between ASP codes and normal HTML codes whereas 
Microsoft Front Page was used for .JavaScript and HTML coding. 
S.J System Coding 
After each function is done, testing is done to check whether it works. Then, error 
checking wilt be inserted to make sure that if errors occur, it can be detected. 
S.J.1 Coding Approach 
AAS was developed modularly, mainly by using the bottom-up approach. This 
approach develops functions and procedures before proceeding to the higher-level 
lllodules. Below here arc examples of the codes in ASP. 
i) Coding to connect to a database 
Firstly, a system DSN (Data Source Name) must be created in 
ASP, to connl!ct to DNS. the code below is needed to connect to the SQL 
7.0 database. 
Dim objConn 
Set ob.1Conn Server CreuteOb.1ect(" /\DODB.Connect1 on" ) 
ObjConn Open "provider SQl.01.EDB." & "dulu source WF'l 99005 1." 
& "l111t111l 'atulog AAS," & " user II) su," & "password ." 
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In the code, a connection object is created in ASP. l'his uses the 
CreateObject method of server object to create nn instance of the 
connection object. It is then given n name, ohjConn. Then, open the 
connect. Data source is the server name ond lntinJ Catalog is the database 
name. 
ii ) Coding to open a table in a database and query 
After connecting to the database, the data store from the database 
table needs to be kept some place where we can refer to it. This time, the 
Recordset object is used to store the data captured from the data store. The 
open method is used to create a recordset. The syntax for the open method 
1s: 
l?ecord\·et. Open Source. Act iveConnect ion, ( 'ur.wr'l'ype, !.ock, Opt ion 
The source here can be a table name or a query. ActivcConncction 
refer to the data store connection (As above, ActivcConnection here is 
objConn). CursorTypc refer to the type of cursor, for as example, static or 
dynamic. LockType refer to the locking of the recordsct when open o 
table. 
Dim rsUser 
Set rsUscrServcr.CreatcObject( .. ADODB.Recordsct") 
rsUscr.Open "Admin info", objConn, adOpcnForwardOnly, 
adLockOptimistic, adCmdTablc 
-Below here 1s an example showing the recordsct to store the result 
of u query. 
Dim strSQL.rsUscr 
StrSQL " SELECT "' From Admin mfo where l U. er 
Numc l '"& strlJscrNurnc& ... ," 
Set rs User sci cvr. CrcatcOh1cct(" A DODll Rccordsct " ) 
rsUscr Open "J\dmm mfo", ohj (.'01111, adOpcnl·of'\vnrdOnl . 
ndl.utl-.Opt11mst1c, ud 'mdTcxt 
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iii) Coding to get result from form 
After the user has suhmittcd the form, the dntn nmst be processed 
and inserted to the database. The method to extract the data from the fonn 
is as below. 
S trUserName=Request. F orm("userName ") 
Request. Form is used to extract the data from the form field, 
username. This is inserted into the field into a variable call strUserName. 
iv) Coding on using session object 
Session object are used to store information that can be accessed 
by the client. Session can be used to track users to make sure users ore 
allowed to certain web pages only. In AA. , session object is used to make 
sure users arc registered before they attempt to book. Session object 
timeout in 20 minutes. To abandon the session, use the "session.Abandon" 
method. This is used when user logs out from the system. fk low here is 
how AAS use session to make sure they register. 
If scssion("UserName") "" Then 
Response.Redirect "default.asp" 
End If 
S.J.2 Coding tyle 
Good coding practice is needed to avoid or detect errors easily. 
i) Include files 
Usmg include tile nrc like using procedures It 1s used when certain 
codes is repented ngn1n It nllows procedures to he nvu1luhlc to man ASP 
tiles. Usmg include files nlso euse the messy work of correcting all ASP 
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page when change is done. In AAS, includl.! tik nre u:\cd on A, P pages 
which needs database connection. 
Oelow is an cxomplc how to declnrc include file in ASP pnges. I <!-#include file- "connect.asp"--> 
ii) Indent codes 
Although it is not necessary to indent the code to ensure that the 
code works correctly, but it wi ll be easier to read and detect error if the 
codes arc indented. It wi ll be most useful in code which uses many control 
structure, for example. For loop, if-else, do-while and select case. 
iii) Comml.!nt code 
Commenting the code will make it easier for other people to 
understand the code. Sometime, it also helps ourselves to understand whnt 
' e wrote few weeks ago. In ASP, the single quotation mark is used to add 
comment. 
13elow is an example of it. 
LD•m str-U-serN-am- e- .S-tr-in-g ~onta-ning the- use_r_n_a_m_e_ --------· 
iv) Use Subprocedures 
Subproccdures is very useful to optimize the code. As more codes 
arc written, more and more ASP code uguin, the repeated code can be put 
into asub procedure und then, cull it when it is needed. 
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Chapter 6: System Testin2 
6.1 Introduction 
System testing is the major quality control measure during prototyping. Testing is 
perfonncd to ensure that the programs arc executed correctly and confinns to the 
requirement specified. It provides a method to unco er logic errors and for testing system 
reliability. 
The objectives of testing arc stated below: 
i) Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an 
error. 
ii) /\ good test case is one that has a high probability of finding an as-yet-
undiscovered error. 
iii ) /\ successful test is one that uncovers as-yet-undiscovered error. 
The testing phase consist of test case design and testing strategics 
6.2 Test case design 
Before testing is done, a method should be chosen to fo llow These methods 
Provide a systematic approach to testing. More important, methods provide a mechanism 
that can help to ensure the completeness of test and provide the highest likelihood for 
uncovering errors in software (Pressmnn, 220 I ) 
Two types of test case de ·1gn were used in this system· white-box testmg and 
black-box testing. 
6.2.1 \Vhitc-box testin~ 
White-box testmg, somct11nes culled glass-box testing, 1s u test case design 
lllCthod that uses the COl\t1ol struct\ll'e of' the proccd11111I design to derive tC\t CO~C\ tJ~tng 
\\th' Ile-box testing methods, the devclopc1 c 11 11 denvc test cases thut. 
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i) Guarantee that all independent paths within a module hnvc b~en exercised 
at least once. 
ii) Exercise all logical decisions on their true nnd fal se sides. 
iii ) Execute all loops at their boundaries and within their operational bounds. 
iv) Exercise internal data structures to ensure their validity (Pressman, 200 I) 
The testing was carried out at the early stages of the testing process to ensure that 
the internal operation of the system performs according to specification 
6.6.2 Black-box testing 
Black box testing assumes that the logic structure of the code is unknown. It is a 
"black box". This point at which the function of a module is tested. 
Black-box testing, also called behavioural testing, focuses on the functional 
tequiremcnts of the software. That is, black-box testing enables the software engineer to 
derive sets of input conditions that will fully exercise all functional requirements for a 
Program. Black-box testing is not an alternative to white-box techniques. Rather, it is a 
cornplementary approach that is likely to uncover a different class of errors from those 
uncovered by white-box methods. 
Black-box testing attempts to find errors in the fo llowing categories: 
i) Incorrect of missing function 
ii) Interface error 
ii i) Error in data structu re or external database access 
iv) Behaviour or pcrformuncc errors 
) lmtiahsat ion and terminut1on errors ( Pres~mun , 200 I) 
6
·3 Three shtf!CS of testing n system 
Testing IS II cnt1cul phase or llS qunlit eo11trol 1111d assumnce Te~ttng represents 
the complete and extens1 c rcv1c' 1111d chullengc 011 11pplicut1on design, ' f>Cc1ficot1on ond 
codes Sc enll mies serve well ns progrnm test mu objective: 
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l. Testing is a process of program execution wi th explicit intents tl) tind ~tTl)fS nnd run-
time program bugs. 
2. An efTective test case is one which contain unexpected testing record sets with high 
probabi lity of detecting undiscovered errors during the program design and 
development phases. 
3. A successful test is also not which uncovers only few expected errors, it is one which 
constantly provides new challenges to its programmers o er time. 
The system has undergone 3 stages of testing. They are unit testing, integrating 
testing and system testing as shown in the figure 6.1 below. 
Unit Testing 
+ 
Integrating t Testing 
• t. 
, ' 
System 
Testing 
Figure 6. 1 Show l ite 1esl111J.!. s/Ute of AAS 
6.3.1 llnit Testing 
Unit tcstmg focuses cn licut10n effort on the smallest unit soflwan; designs that 1s 
system module ·1 his step. ull 1mportnnt control st1 uctu1es urc tested to uncover error!-
Within the boundury of the module hy usang the component-lcvcl design dcscnpt1on as a 
guide. 
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Unit tests involves 5 important test cases there arc: 
a) Interface: Module interface is tested to ensure that infom1ation proJXrly flows into and 
out of the program unit under test. 
b) local data structures: Local data structure is examined to ensure that data store 
temporarily maintains its integrity during all steps in an 
algorithm's execution and the local impact on global data 
should be ascertained during unit testing 
c) Boundary cond111ons: Boundary conditions are tested to ensure that the module operate 
properly at boundaries established to limjt or restrict processing. 
dJ Independent paths: All the independent paths th rough the program structure nrc 
excised to ensure that all statements in a module have been 
executed at least once. 
e) Error handling paths: All error-handling paths are tested to ensure it ability to detect 
and recover all fatal errors during execution. 
6J.2 Integration Testing 
Testing a specific feature together wi th other newly developed features is known 
as integrating testing. In other words, when the individual components are working 
COrrectty and meet the objectives, these components are combined into a working system. 
l'esting the interface of 2 components explores how components interact wi th each other. 
There urc u number of ditforcnt intcgmtion strutcgics avai lable including top-
do\vn integration, bottom-up integration. regression testing und smoke testing. Onscd on 
the system chnmctcristic und project schedule, u combined approach that uses top-<iovm 
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tests for upper levels of the program structure, coupled with bott,)(n-up tests for 
subordinate ievels was selected as AAS system integration testing. 
Top-down integration beginning with main control module as a test driver and 
stubs are substituted for all components where modules are integrated moving downward 
through the control hierarchy. Tests are conducted as each component is integrated. Top-
down integration enables the detection pf design error early in the testing phase and 
avoiding extensive redesign or re-implementation. 
Bottom-up integration begi ns construction and testing with atomic module where 
low-level components are combined into cluster to perform a specific system sub 
function and tested. Bottom-down integration is an easier test case design because 
Processing required for component subordinate to a given level is always avai lable and 
the need for stubs is eliminated. 
6.J.J System Testing 
System testing is last procedure of testing. System testing is different with unit 
testing and integration testing. System testing is designed to find out bugs that cannot be 
attributed to individual component and interaction among components and other objects. 
System testing can test an issue and behaviours that can only be exposed by testing the 
entire integrated system or major part of it. System testing wi ll ensure functioning 
Properly and all design and development objective arc met. Several step to test AAS 
lllclude function testing, performance testing and ucccptuncc testing. 
6J.J.1 Function Testing 
Function testing wi ll he n fi rst :-;top of system testing. This focuses on system 
functionalities The f\mct1on may involve the whole system, sub module and md1v1dual 
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module. The effective function testes wi ll perform high probnbi l i ti c.:~ to det~ct sy~tem 
fault. AAS function test involve: 
• High fault detection probabilities. 
• Test all valid and invalid input data type. 
• Include stopping criteria. 
6.3.J.2 Performance Testing 
Performance testing assign to the non-functional requirements of AAS. System 
J>erfonnance is ensuring the performance of system reach objective set by potential users 
as highlighted in the non-function requirement section guidelines. 
6.3.3.3 Acceptance Testing 
After completing these two testing (function testing and performance testing), 
AAS is determined to be able all requirements specified during initial stages of its 
development. The final testing will involved its potential users. Users lead acceptance 
testing and define thei r own real-time business data sets to be used to test cases. This 
allows users determine usable of system. Un
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Chapter 7: System Evaluation 
7.1 Introduction 
System evaluation is a process of evaluating the system developed. The process is 
done by identifying the system strength, system limitations and future enhancement. It 
also highlights the knowledge gained, the problems encountered during the development 
of the system and the solutions taken to overcome these problems. Evaluation from the 
end user also helps to detect some errors and limitations of the system. 
7.2 System strengths 
7.2. l User friendliness 
The graphic interface design of the system was designed to let the users fee l 
comfortable and easy-to-use. The GUI ensured user friendliness. Thus, the users should 
find it easy to use. The system will return error message if it detect inconsistencies. 
7.2.2 Paper-less 
Reducing paper use has been the attempt ever since the developments in 
computerize and much has been mentioned in earlier chapter of this documentation. By 
reducing paper, it saves long-tcnn cost. 
7.2.J Better management 
Oy using this system. student wi ll be ussign to u particular advisor without worry 
about the student will ossign to more thnn one udvisor because the system Wlll not let 
Other advisor to udd the student. if the student ulrcudy uddcd to one advisor. 
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7.2.4 Data management 
ln existing system, the students' list of an advisor needs to be updated when it is 
necessary. So the system will provide functions for us to update and delete the list. This 
makes the system have data management that maintain database. 
7.2.5 User level security 
In the system, there are several modules. Every module supports some kind of 
user level. Every page wi ll be preventing users try to access some pages or function that 
are not under their module. 
7.2.6 Reliable system with effective errors handling 
Input of user is validated and verified to prevent errors caused by invalid input. Ir 
there is an error or input failure occurred, an error message is generated and displayed to 
inform the user about the error. For instance, when the user try to key in matrik number 
of FCSIT students. The system wi ll verify the fonnat of the input first before it sent the 
data to server. If the system detected the fonnat of matrik number wrong the system will 
Prompt the user to input again. 
7
.3 System Limitations 
However, there arc still u number ofl imitutions in this system due to the time and 
facilities constrnint nnd the limitntions or the progrnmming lnnguage itself Among the 
limitations nrc listed below: 
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7.3.1 No online help facilities 
The AAS did not provide online help faci lity. The users who reqUJ,re tl)Ore 
information may not satisfy with the brief instruction and descriptions. It should be 
considered to enhance in the future. 
7.3.2 Forgot password 
ln AAS, there isn' t any function to send the password the user' s email. Student's 
account needs to reset to release the account for the student register again. So the student 
Will register again using their matrik number and their IC number. 
7.3.3 Database synchronization 
AA was using the data from the JS database, so any computer disaster happens 
to SIS will also effect the normal operation of AAS. While we are maintaining AA we 
need to make sure SIS also work perfectly. 
7
.3.4 loosely control on the AAS forum 
System cannot detect what kind of title that you upload to the forum. The only 
thing that we can do is deleted is administrator think that the tit le arc not suitable or 
lllatch with the main purpose of providing this forum. 
7
.4 Future enhancement 
Some functionnlity of the system cnn be enhanced in order to improve the quality 
of the system. The followi ng nrc the funct1onnlity that can be enhanced on this sys1em. 
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7.4.1 Maintenance of user interface 
The system should provide more useful information and news for the user, like 
the information of registration procedures. Some important information that is important 
for every student should be provided. For instance, the final date of register course. The 
GUI should be updated for a certain period to give the user a fresh and a greater look. 
7.4.2 Integ rate with the registration system 
lntegrate registration system AAS system, this will make student registration 
Work in a better and faster procedure. This will shoner the time student to register course 
during the beginning of every semester. 
7.5 Problem encounte r and solutions 
Through the development of AAS, a number of problems were encountered. 
Below arc the some sections highlight the problems found during development of AAS 
and solution of it. 
7.5.I Problem in connect to IS 
When I tried to ask the office about how to connect the master database of the SIS 
database. They tdl me that it was impossible for me to connect to the maS1er database 
because of the security issue. 
Solution: Using dummy database us nn nltemntivc to mnstcr database and assume the 
durnmy dntnbnsc as the rent dntnbusc thot stored the student profil e nnd result. 
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7.5.2 Difficulty in coding asp script 
Although basic knowledge in Visual Basic was acquired through studies? there 
was some minor difficulty in coding. That happened in the early stages of the prnject 
development. 
Solution: Buying 2 books, one for Visual InterDev and one for ASP. 
7.S.3 Problem in uploads AAS 
When I tried to upload the system to web server, some of the link in my system is 
not working properly. 
Solution: Go through the entire system to make the change correct the broken links. 
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Final conclusion 
After go through the chapter I to chapter 4, I had understood the! current system and 
detennined the option of the technology and method that can he use in my projeot. By using 
literature review, I manage to choose the most suitable technology and method to develop 
AAS. Basically, every chapter has their own purpose and each of the chapter is related with 
other chapter. 
Chapter l is lntroduction of the system. ln this chapter, there are couples of sub 
topic. They are system overview, system objective, system scope, system expected 
outcome, system expected strength, system expected limitation and project schedule. This 
chapter giving the general idea about system and there are no technical term and did not 
explain about how to deploy the system. 
Chapter 2 (Li terature review) is about the resource that we use for considered and 
evaluate the strengths and the weaknesses of the tools that are available for us to develop 
our project. This chapter helps us to get a brief understanding for all the tools that arc 
available. Beside that, the case studies are also helps us to learn about some similar systl!m 
and take their strengths as our features and try to solve their weaknesses in our system. 
Chapter 3 (System analysis) is the result of the chapter 2, whereby we used the 
Chapter 2 to help us to make decisions. The decisions that I mention here arc functional 
requirements, non-functional requirement, methodology, system architecture and run-time 
requirement. Beside that, we also justi fy the chose that we had made. 
Chapter 4 (System design) is the part, which we used all the resource from all the 
Previous chapter to design the system. In this chapter, there arc three kind of design that we 
hact done. They are database design, process design and user interface design. Each of these 
designs wi ll be used to develop their part in the system implementation. 
Chnptcr 5 (System implementation) is about how I implement what 1 hnd mention in 
the previous chapter. This chnpter also talk about some how l coding my system. For 
instance, how to using ASP code to set a conm:ction to dutubuse and some good manner of 
Programming skills. 
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Chapter 6 (system testing) will tell us how the tt:sting smgcs l, f n systom can be 
done and some important issue that need to be take notes or pn more nnention dupng 
system testing. This chapter also telling us about how to testing our s. stem in a proper and 
efficient way. 
Chapter 7 (System Evaluation) is about the strengths and the limitation of the 
system. Beside that, it also mention about the future enhance that can be done to improve 
the system. While developing the system l also encounter some problem and how I solve 
rny problem is also discuss in th is chapter. 
As a fi nal conclusion, I found that documented the process of developing<\ system 
IS very important. It helps us to build the understanding of the system and check whether 
We rn iss anything while developing the system. It will also helps other person to understand 
Your system especially when the system are take over by other person or testing as the 
P\lrpose of determine that whether the system met the requirement that stated earlier. 
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